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1 Normative References 
Standard / Specification Description Ref 

GlobalPlatform Card Specification v 2.2 
including the latest errata and 
precisions 

GlobalPlatform Card specification 
[1] 

ITU-T X.680 
Abstract Syntax Notation One (ASN.1): 
Specification of basic notation 
including Amendments 1 and 2 and 
Corrigendum 1 

Language specification for defining structured 
data types 

[2] 

ITU-T X.690 
ASN.1 Encoding Rules: Specification of 
Basic Encoding Rules (BER), 
Canonical Encoding Rules (CER) and 
Distinguished Encoding Rules (DER)  
including Amendment 1 

Specification of a set of encoding rules 
defining binary representations of ASN.1 
values [3] 

IETF RFC 3986 Uniform Resource Identifier (URI): Generic 
Syntax [4] 

IETF RFC 2616 Hypertext Transfer Protocol – HTTP/1.1 [5] 
IETF RFC 2246 Transport Layer Security – Version 1.0 [6a] 
IETF RFC 4346 The TLS Protocol – Version 1.1 [6b] 
IETF RFC 5246 The TLS Protocol – Version 1.2 [6c] 
IETF RFC 2818 HTTP over TLS [7] 
IETF RFC 4279 Pre-Shared Key Cipher suites for Transport 

Layer Security (TLS) [8a] 

IETF RFC 5487 Pre-Shared Key Cipher Suites for TLS with 
SHA-256/384 and AES Galois Counter Mode [8b] 

IETF RFC 3268 AES Cipher Suites for TLS [9] 
IETF RFC 4785 Pre-Shared Key (PSK) Cipher suites with 

NULL Encryption for Transport Layer Security 
(TLS) 

[10] 

IETF RFC 3629 UTF-8, a transformation format of ISO 10646 [11] 
OMA SCWS Smartcard Web Server V1.1, Open Mobile 

Alliance™ [12] 

Java Card™ 3.0.1 – Connected Edition 
Runtime Environment Specification, 
and references therein 

Defines implementation of the Java Card™ 
Virtual Machine, the Java Card™ API classes, 
and runtime support services. 

[13] 

GlobalPlatform Card Specification v2.2 
Amendment B, v1.1 

GlobalPlatform Card Technology Card 
Specification v2.2 – Amendment B, Remote 
Application Management (RAM) over HTTP 

[14] 

GlobalPlatform Card Specification v2.2 
Amendment A 

GlobalPlatform Card Technology Card 
Specification v2.2 – Amendment A, 
Confidential Card Content Management 

[15] 

Table  1-1: Normative References 
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2 Abbreviations and Notations 
Abbreviation Meaning 
AP Application Provider 

APDU Application Protocol Data Unit 

APSD Application Provider Security Domain 

BER Basic Encoding Rules 

DAP Data Authentication Pattern 

DER Distinguished Encoding Rules 

GPNF GlobalPlatform Networked Framework 

HTTP HyperText Transfer Protocol 

HTTPS HyperText Transfer Protocol Secure 

KID Key Identifier 

KVN Key Version Number 

LPOSD Link Platform Operator Security Domain 

OPEN GlobalPlatform Environment 

PIX Proprietary Identifier Extension 

PSK TLS Pre-Shared Key TLS 

RAM Remote Applet Management  

RID International Registered Application Provider Identifier 

SCWS Smart Card Web Server 

SD Security Domain 

TCP/IP Transmission Control Protocol / Internet Protocol 

TLS Transport Layer Security 

URI Uniform Resource Identifier 

USB Universal Serial Bus 

Table  2-1: Abbreviations and Notations 
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3 Introduction 
This specification introduces new concepts for a GlobalPlatform Card which will enable the administration 
of a new generation of smart cards utilizing the following capabilities: 

• TCP/IP communications 

• Support of web applications similar to those found on IT servers 

• Execution environment with concurrent application execution 

For example, Java Card™ 3 Connected Edition Runtime Environment [13] provides such an execution 
environment. 

This GlobalPlatform Networked Framework (GPNF) is based on the same security architecture as defined 
by GlobalPlatform Card Specification v2.2 [1], but provides new mechanisms to support the networked 
environment mentioned above. 

GPC22 [1] is adapted to an application model consisting only of applets processing APDUs. The GPNF is 
designed to support additional application models, in particular, web applications which typically consume 
or generate HTTP content. 

3.1 Specification Scope and Roadmap 

This specification is an intermediate document specifying changes to be made to existing GPC22 [1] 
specifications in order to release the future GlobalPlatform "Card Specification version 3.0". As such, it is 
not a standalone specification. If not otherwise stated, all specifications defined in GPC22 [1], as well as 
its errata and amendments, continue to apply. This specification only mentions the changes compared to 
GPC22 [1]. 

The GlobalPlatform "Card Specification version 3.0" as envisioned will consist of the following five parts: 

"Architecture and Security Principles"  
This will present concepts and models common to all implementations of GlobalPlatform card 
specifications. Its content shall be primarily based on GPC22 [1] sections 1 thru 9, with contents of 
applicable amendments included as well.  

"Secure Communication Protocols"  
This part will list techniques to secure the exchange of information over different communication means, 
such as secure messaging for APDUs or TLS for TCP/IP. It will include both existing and new Secure 
Channel Protocols. 

"Networked Administration Protocols"  
In addition to the secure communications as defined in the above parts, this part will define application-
level protocols to transport and respond to GlobalPlatform administrative commands. In addition to 
"Remote Application Management over HTTP" defined in [14], this part also specifies a new "Pushed 
Application Management over HTTP" protocol. 

"APDU Framework"  
This defines the application framework for GPC22 [1] card applications, including Java Card™ 2 applets 
and MULTOS™ card applications. This framework only supports communications and an application 
model based on APDUs. This part defines an APDU format for GlobalPlatform administrative commands 
primarily based on GPC22 [1] specifications and amendments. It is not addressed by the current 
document. 
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"Networked Framework"  
This part will consist mainly of content from this document. It expands the GlobalPlatform Card 
Specification to define a framework for networked cards, typically supporting Web Applications. Its first 
available supporting card technology is Java Card™ 3 Connected Edition, but integration with other 
technology could be specified in a later version of this document. The content of this part is briefly 
summarized in the sub sections below, and then detailed in the rest of the current document. 

A card implementing the GlobalPlatform Card Specification version 3.0 would implement APDU, 
Networked, or both frameworks, and a subset of secure communication and networked administration 
protocols. 

3.2 Audience 

This specification is intended for technical actors of card application management (such as GlobalPlatform 
Card Specification implementers, card manufacturers, application providers, card management platform 
providers, or card issuers), with a working knowledge of the technologies referenced in this document; 
especially existing GlobalPlatform card specifications and Java Card™ 3 specifications. 

3.3 Command and Transport Mechanism Abstraction 

In GPC22 [1], commands are defined as APDUs. These APDUs mix administrative information (command 
data), security, and communication information (such as secure messaging parameters or logical channel 
numbers). Separation of these three aspects into separate layers simplifies integration with additional 
communication and security protocols. 

3.3.1 Commands 
The GPNF defines a new format for card commands, independent of the transport protocol. This format is 
not based on APDUs, but rather defined in ASN.1 and encoded using TLV structures. This will provide a 
set of commands that eliminates historical constraints due to APDU protocol limitations; such as the 256-
byte maximum size data field, or the 4-byte command header field (CLA/INS/P1/P2). 

Some GlobalPlatform commands were split in multiple commands and responses because of the APDU 
maximum data field size of 256 bytes, in particular: 

• the load operation was split in an initial INSTALL [for load] command, followed by a sequence of 
LOAD commands 

• the STORE DATA command may be split into multiple “blocks” 

• the GET STATUS response may be split in multiple “occurrence” elements 

In the GPNF, these operations may be performed in a single command / response exchange due to fewer 
restrictions on the size of the messages. 

Furthermore, the set of commands has been reduced to reuse common data structures as much as 
possible and therefore simplify command processing. 

In particular: 

• PUT KEY is merged into STORE DATA, as it is just a particular case of application personalization 

• the set of INSTALL variants is reduced 

• GET DATA and GET STATUS are merged 
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3.3.2 Transport 
The GPNF separates three aspects: 

• Transport protocol: The GPNF relies upon TCP/IP for the communication between the card and an 
off-card entity. The integration between the transport security and TCP, as well as the underlying 
communication layers, are out of scope for this specification. 

• Transport security: The GPNF defines how on-card applications and Security Domains can use 
TLS to provide authentication, confidentiality and integrity of communication.  

• Application protocol: The GPNF defines how to transport GlobalPlatform commands using the 
widely used HTTP protocol. Two variants are specified: 

o the card can be the client of the HTTP dialog; it then pulls the GlobalPlatform commands 
from the card administration server. This mode is well suited for remote and mass 
administration. 

o the card can be the server of the HTTP dialog; the off-card administration entity pushes 
GlobalPlatform commands to the card. This mode is well suited for card-by-card 
administration, such as point-of-sale personalization. 

3.4 Uniform Naming Convention 

The GPC22 [1] specification only considers AIDs for naming executable files and applications. This does 
not fit web-application naming, where URIs are used. To avoid having two names for web applications 
(AID + URI), this specification adopts the Java Card™ 3 naming convention that defines a uniform naming 
model for both classical card applets and web applications based on the URI [4]. 

3.5 Namespace Management 

Web application URIs are included in their web address, which may be visible to end users, for instance, if 
the application is accessible using a web browser. These addresses are a part of the branding of the 
application, and may contribute to the trust granted to the application. Therefore, this specification defines 
mechanisms to check, during application installation, that proper authorization has been granted to use a 
specific application URI. 

3.6 Application Personalization 

GPC22 [1] card applets are personalized by sending raw sequences of bytes to the application, either at 
application installation time, or during execution time. 

This specification targets runtime environments where applications handle structured personalization data, 
such as named properties, or files. In order to personalize such application data, this specification 
provides GlobalPlatform command extensions, and dedicated APIs to be used by the applications. 

3.7 Security Domains 

Most of the features described above are implemented by Security Domains. This specification therefore 
introduces a new kind of Security Domain which supports all of these extended features. However, this 
does not preclude cohabitation with GPC22 [1] Security Domains on the same card. 
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4 Naming 

4.1 Uniform Application Names 

Each application has a unique name within a card. This name is formatted as a Uniform Resource 
Identifier (URI), which is a sequence of characters that identifies an abstract or physical resource. The 
Generic URI syntax is specified in [4]: 

 URI = scheme ":" hier-part [ "?" query ] [ "#" fragment ] 
 

Application names are relative URIs consisting only of the hier-part element of the URI syntax. They 
conform to the following rules: 

• A web application URI is a string starting by "//", and followed by the web application’s path (which 
starts by a '/') : 
//<web application path>  
The <web application path> is used to build externally-available network URIs by which the 
application is accessible from the outside using the URI syntax:  
<scheme>://<card-address><web application path> 

o For example, the web application which has the address "http://<card-
address>/bankZ/news" is named "///bankZ/news". 

 
• An applet URI is a string starting by "//aid/", and followed by hexadecimal digits (2 per byte, case 

insensitive) of the RID and the PIX fields separated by a slash: 
//aid/<RID>/<PIX> 
The RID and PIX values are used in the SELECT command to access the application 

o For example, the AID "A00000006203010C02" is represented by the URI 
"//aid/A000000062/03010C02" 

The hierarchical structure of application URIs forms a namespace that can be represented as a tree, as in 
Figure  4-1 where dashed rectangles are abstract URI components, and solid rectangles are application 
URIs: 

 

Namespace root 

// 
(web apps’ namespace) 

//aid 
(applets’ namespace) 

/bank 
(path element) 

/bank2 
(path element) 

/A000000062 
(RID element) 

/03010C 

(URI:  
//aid/A000000062/03010C)

/app 
(URI: ///bank/app) 

/app2 
(URI: ///bank/app2) 

/app 
(URI: ///bank2/app) 

/app2 
(URI: ///bank2/app2) 

Figure  4-1: Application URI Structure Example 
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Two URIs are considered to be overlapping if one references a node within the hierarchy of another URI. 
Application URIs shall not overlap. For example, in the figure above there can be no application registered 
with a URI starting by "///bank/app/" because the application named "///bank/app" has been granted the 
usage of the "///bank/app" namespace. Note that although "///bank/app2" syntactically starts by 
"///bank/app", it is not hierarchically under the "///bank/app" namespace node. 

4.2 Authorized Namespace Management 

This clause specifies the assignment of URIs for the GPNF. A device implementing the GPNF shall: 

• be able to guarantee to a Security Domain that no unauthorized entity may install applications within 
its reserved name space 

• ensure that a Security Domain can only install applications in the namespace that it has reserved 

• ensure that all URIs created by applications are within the application's namespace 

In order to fulfill these objectives, this section defines Namespace Tokens and Namespace Managers 
which control the assignment of the application URIs that define the namespace of an application. 

4.2.1 

4.2.2 

Namespace Managers 
The right to acquire a URI is granted by presentation of tokens using a mechanism similar to Card Token 
Verification as defined by GPC22 [1]. 

We define two new kinds of Security Domains: 

• The Primary Namespace Manager is a SD that controls the entire namespace. There can be at most 
one such SD in a card.  
 
When present, it performs two operations: 

o registration of Secondary Namespace Managers (see below) 

o validation of the namespace install tokens if no Secondary Namespace Manager has been 
registered for this URI. 

• Secondary Namespace Managers are SDs that have been registered with the Primary Namespace 
Manager, which validates namespace install tokens within a branch of the namespace tree. These 
SDs can only exist if there is already a Primary Namespace Manager in the card (otherwise there is 
no way to register them). There may be zero, one, or many Secondary Namespace Managers within 
a card. 

A card may or may not have a Primary Namespace Manager. If not, authorized namespace management 
is not available. In this case, an application may be assigned to any application URI as long as it is 
properly formatted (see section  4.1) and does not conflict with any currently-registered application URIs 
on the card. If there is a Primary Namespace Manager, it performs namespace token validation itself, or 
delegates it to a Secondary Namespace Manager. 

A dedicated privilege, nsPrimaryManager, is defined to allow a Security Domain to be the Primary 
Namespace Manager. This privilege requires the securityDomain privilege. 

Namespace Tokens 
There are two kinds of URI tokens: 

• Namespace registration token (nsRegToken) is a configuration parameter of a SD, which gives it 
the capacity to validate application installation under a specific application URI. A single SD may 
have multiple namespace registration tokens if it is in charge of multiple namespaces. This token is 
computed off-card by the Primary Namespace Manager’s provider. It is validated on-card by the 
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Primary Namespace Manager. This token is the signature, by the Primary Namespace Manager 
provider, of the following set of information: 

o Application Provider SD URI 

o Namespace URI 

• Namespace install token (nsInstallToken) is an application installation parameter which 
authorizes it to be installed under a given application URI. If there is no Primary Namespace 
Manager, then this token shall not be present as there is no authorization management is this case. 
This Token is the signature, by a Namespace Manager (Primary or Secondary), of the following 
information: 

o Installing Security Domain URI 

o Installed Application URI 

4.2.3 

4.2.4 

4.2.5 

4.2.6 

Token Computation 
As defined above, a Token is the signature of two URIs which constitute the name space token data. 

Token generation, therefore, consists of hashing that name space token data, and encrypting the resulting 
hash with an encryption key. 

Token verification consists of hashing that name space token data, and comparing the resulting hash with 
the decrypted token. 

The Namespace token data is the BER encoded [3] value of the ASN.1 [2] type NsTokenData, as defined 
in section  10.3.4.3. The signature algorithm use for name space tokens is the same as the one used in 
Delegated Management tokens. 

Key Management 
Since the Name Space Token signature scheme is the same as for Delegated Management Tokens (ref. 
GPC22 [1]), the related keys are managed identically and have the same key type and key usage. 

Application URI Format and Matching Rules 
The Namespace URI in the name space registration token is a URI compliant with the application URI 
definition in section  4.1. 

An application URI is said to match a Namespace URI if it begins with the Namespace URI. This means 
that a Web-Application’s URI is formed by the concatenation of the Namespace URI, followed by a "/", and 
a possibly empty set of path elements (i.e. it may be written as "<Namespace URI >/<trailing path 
elements>"). 

Namespace Token Processing 
If, when installing a security domain, the OPEN finds a namespace registration token within the INSTALL 
command, it shall execute the following algorithm: 

IF there is a Primary Namespace Manager 
THEN 

It asks the Primary Namespace Manager to validate this name space token (It 
checks the signature and that there is no overlap with a previously 
registered application URI) 

 IF validation fails 
 THEN 
 Installation is aborted and returns the ns-token-error error 
 ELSE 
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 IF another SD is already registered as a Secondary Namespace Manager for 
an overlapping URI  

 THEN 
 Installation is aborted and returns the ns-token-error error 
 ELSE 

The SD is registered as a Secondary Namespace Manager 
 ENDIF 

 ENDIF 
ELSE 

Installation is aborted and returns the ns-token-error error 
ENDIF 
 

During installation of an application, the OPEN executes the following 
algorithm: 

IF there is a Primary Namespace Manager in the card  
THEN 

The OPEN checks that there is a Namespace Install token in the INSTALL 
request 

IF it is absent  
THEN 

The Primary Namespace Manager decides, based on implementation specific 
parameters, whether it accepts the application installation or whether 
it aborts it and returns a Namespace Install token required error 

ELSE 
The OPEN looks in the registry for a Secondary Namespace Manager 
matching the URI of the installed application 
IF there is one such Secondary Namespace Manager  
THEN 

It requests it to check the validity of the token 
ELSE 

It requests the Primary Namespace Manager to check the validity of 
the token 

ENDIF 
IF validation fails  
THEN 

Installation is aborted and returns the ns-token-error error 
ELSE 

Installation process can continue 
ENDIF 

ENDIF 
ELSE 

IF there is a URI install token in the load request  
THEN 

Installation is aborted and returns the ns-token-error error 
ELSE 

Installation process can continue 
ENDIF 

ENDIF 
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5 Credential Management 
Security Domains store credentials for their own usage and for their associated applications, either to 
establish secure communications, or to access on-card services for which client authentication is required. 
Credentials may be keys, certificates, or certificate chains. Credentials are used to secure communication 
between two endpoints. 

Within a Security Domain, every credential is associated with the following information: 

• A mandatory string identifier (i.e. cannot be the empty string), of an unspecified format, except for 
the conventions described below.  

• A mandatory credential type indicator, identifying its suitability for use with a particular range of 
cryptographic algorithms. 

• An optional URI list that shall consist of well-formed URIs or URI patterns. URI patterns have the 
following syntax: "[<scheme>:]//<exact prefix>/*", where "<scheme>:" is optional, and the “*” 
character is treated as a wildcard matching any (including empty) identifier suffixes. These URIs 
identify the endpoints with which the credential shall be used. If this list is omitted or empty, the 
credential is applicable to all endpoints. 

• An optional credential usage (see GPC22 [1]) indicator specifying whether the credential is reserved 
for a specific usage. If this indicator is not provided, the credential may be used for any usage. 

Whenever needed, this information is used by the platform (e.g. by the default Java Card™ 3.0 
CredentialManager instance) to retrieve suitable credentials, given a specific combination of identifier 
and URI (primary search keys). Notice that a credential identifier need not be unique within a Security 
Domain. Typically, the same identifier may be associated with distinct credentials in conjunction with 
distinct URI patterns or usage indicators. 

When URI patterns are associated with credentials, pattern matching is used to select a credential, by first 
looking for an exact URI match, and then by looking for the longest matching URI prefix. A credential with 
no associated URI list is only selected if there is no other credential with a matching URI. 

For backward compatibility with APDU-based Secure Channel Protocols (e.g. SCP02), a convention is 
defined to allow associating credentials with KID and KVN. To do so, credentials shall be associated with 
an identifier representing KID and KVN as two decimal values separated by a dot (e.g. "1.1", "2.1", "3.1"). 
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6 Security Policy Management 
The GPNF introduces a new notion of a Security Policy associated with an application by defining the 
range of services from the underlying set of runtime services that the application is permitted to use. 
Security Policy Management permits application loading while defining the services available to the 
application to ensure that the application will not perform some undesired actions without necessarily 
auditing the application. 

A security policy is defined as a set of security rules that state which actions are permitted and which 
actions are prohibited. Actions represent calls to the services available from the runtime API. 
Consequently, the GPNF security policy management provides access control mechanisms for 
applications to use services of the runtime API. 

The implementation of this mechanism on Java Card™ 3.0.1 Connected Edition is described in Annex 
 A.6. 

6.1 Context 

This specification relies on the existence of a mechanism enforcing a security policy in the runtime 
environment. The runtime environment provides a default security policy to each application.  

The way a security policy applies to a system strongly depends on the assets to be protected and the risk 
associated to the misuse of those assets. The security policy represents the rights the application provider 
wishes to grant to its application at deployment time. 

The security policy only represents the application provider point of view. This does not allow the platform 
to control the use of its services: this control is delegated to another mechanism (see section  5, Credential 
Management). The security policy fully defines the set of services that an application may use. 

6.2 Security Policy Model 

The default security policy defines a list of permitted services, and a list of prohibited services. 

The INSTALL command loading the application may include a security policy update to refine these lists of 
services for a specific application. If present, this security policy update is combined with the default 
security policy to form the application specific security policy. 

The security policy update customizes the default security policy by identifying services to add or remove 
in the list of permitted services, but it cannot modify the list of prohibited services. A loaded security policy 
permitting a service that was forbidden in the default security policy will be rejected: the application will not 
be loaded, and the corresponding INSTALL command will return an error code.  

If no loaded security policy data is included in the load command, then the application uses the default 
security policy as is. 

6.3 Security Policy Update Structure 

In order to be adapted to any kind of runtime environment, runtime services are described by the 
mandatory runtime service name, followed by an optional list of service-specific parameters. 

The security policy shall be associated to the executable load file at loading time. In order to allow or 
forbid access to the runtime service API, this specification introduces two Tags: allow and deny. The 
policy content consists of an allow tag followed by a list of authorized services, and a deny tag followed 
by a list of forbidden services.  
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The allowed services represent services that an application requires to use in order to work correctly. 
Removing one of these services could lead to an error during the application execution. On the other 
hand, the forbidden services represent the services that the application provider wants to prohibit the 
application from using. This can be useful in the context of an application provider which is different from 
the application developer and allows the application provider to restrict application behavior with respect 
to the underlying platform. 

Adding a permitted service that was already permitted, but with different service parameters, leads to the 
new parameters replacing the previous ones. 

6.4 Security Policy Authorization 

In order to give more flexibility on the way security policies can be used, the Security Policy is part of the 
data used to compute the DAP. This means that if a DAP is present in the INSTALL command loading the 
application, then the Security Policy is included in the computation of the DAP. This gives to the security 
policy management the flexibility of the GlobalPlatform security model: an application's DAP can be signed 
by a third party, and consequently the security policy will be signed by the third party. This allows this third 
party to easily check the services the client application intends to use and decides if it agrees or not. This 
feature can be of great interest in case of certification, where an application scope can be determined by 
reading its security policy and the certification authority can decide to validate the policy or not, providing a 
DAP in case of positive answer. 
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7 Application Personalization 
This section defines mechanisms to provide personalization data to applications. 

To send structured application personalization data to applications, the GPNF command syntax provides 
an ASN.1 definition of the ApplicationParameters syntax as defined in section  10.3.4.3. It introduces 
three personalization data types stored in dedicated ASN.1 fields: rawData, toBeAssigned, and 
toBeDeleted. 

The rawData field is for application personalization data management as in GP2.x systems (simple byte 
array), while toBeAssigned and toBeDeleted are for application data structured as a list of <name, 
value> pairs. name is a unique identifier and only one pair with a given name exists per application. The 
toBeAssigned field allows setting or updating such pairs, while toBeDeleted allows deleting an 
existing pair, which may have been assigned in a previous administrative command. The syntax allows for 
multiple data personalization types in a single command (all three fields may be simultaneously present). 
However, the underlying card platform may impose some restrictions (e.g. restrictions for the Java Card™ 
3 Connected Edition platform are detailed in section  A.4). 

Any error during the processing of the personalization data will stop the personalization, and the 
administration command shall return the bad-values error code. Note that some personalization data 
may already have been processed persistently. 

For compatibility reasons, web applications may have their static content updated using a HTTP POST 
command as defined in the OMA SCWS Specification [12]. 

Personalization may occur at two moments of the life cycle of the applications:  

• at instantiation time (transition from the LOADED to the INSTALLED states), using the 
Install.configure.instantiate.appParams field, or 

• after instantiation, using the StoreData.appParams field 

In both cases, the personalization data is processed by the Security Domain sequentially without checking 
duplicate settings for a single named value. This means that multiple toBeAssigned and/or 
toBeDeleted settings for the same named value will result in the last setting being valid after processing 
the data. 

Personalization at instantiation is transparent for the application. The framework shall store the 
personalization data. When the application is created, it sees its configuration already personalized 
without taking any action on its own. The application may retrieve this personalization data in a platform-
specific way. 

Personalization data sent after instantiation is not stored by the framework, but is made available to the 
application itself so that the application can ensure the consistency of its state. The application may 
choose to process the personalization data immediately or to store it for later processing.  The notification 
mechanism is platform-dependent. Annex  A details the mechanism employed for the Java Card™ 
platform. 
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8 Remote Administration 

8.1 Pushed Application Management (PAM) over HTTP 

This section defines a mechanism for an Application Provider to manage its application i.e. to load, install 
and personalize it using the HTTP protocol in push mode: the Application Provider is sending 
administration commands at its own initiative. A third-party communication infrastructure may be used if 
the Application Provider does not provide its own infrastructure or if the card is not reachable directly by 
the Application Provider.  

This section describes: 

• how command strings are sent to an Application Provider Security Domain 

• how responses to these commands are returned to the Application Provider 

Specifically, the following requirements are met: 

• it shall be possible to open a HTTP connection between an Application Provider off-card entity and 
Application Provider Security Domain (APSD) 

• this connection is used to send command strings to the APSD. The underlying transport protocol 
of this connection is out of scope of this specification 

• an intermediary link platform operator off-card entity and a Link Platform Operator Security Domain 
may be used 

• the interface between the Link Platform Operator Security Domain and Application Security 
Domain is out of scope of this specification 

• to ensure confidentiality, the Application Provider may apply additional security to the command 
string 

The actors in these requirements are defined below. 

8.1.1 Actors 
The actors that are involved in the protocol are identified below. The Application Provider and the off-card 
Administration Agent may be a single entity, in which case the Link Platform Operator and Application 
Provider Security Domains are also a same and single SD. 

8.1.1.1 Application Provider 
The Application Provider is responsible for card administration. It has two roles: 

• it prepares the command strings to be sent to the Application Provider Security Domain 

 8.1.2• it may use secured command string (as defined below in section ) to ensure security of the 
exchanged command strings 

• it delegates the transfer of its command and response strings to an off-card Administration Agent 

• it processes the response strings returned by the Application Provider Security Domain 

8.1.1.2 Off-Card Administration Agent 
A Link Platform Operator off-card entity, called the Off-Card Administration Agent, is responsible for 
establishing a connection with the Link Platform Operator Security Domain. This connection has the 
following characteristics: 

• The physical link used for this connection is beyond the scope of the present document 
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• An industry standard security layer TLS [6a], [6b], [6c] and HTTPS [7] may be used to secure the 
transport protocol 

The Off-Card Administration Agent 

• acts as an HTTP Client and is in charge of managing connections to the Security Domain 

• is able to encapsulate and transparently transport command strings 

• is responsible for retry and reconnection management in case of communication breakdown 

8.1.1.3 Link Platform Operator Security Domain 
The Link Platform Operator Security Domain 

• acts as an HTTP Server 

• may secure the underlying connection using the industry standard security layer TLS 

8.1.1.4 Application Provider Security Domain 
The Application Provider Security Domain 

• is able to interpret and process the (possibly secured) command strings 

• sends a response string to report on the execution of the command string 

• uses secured response strings when the input command string is secured 

8.1.2 

8.1.3 

Command Strings 
Command strings (and corresponding response strings) referred to in this document are GlobalPlatform 
card content management commands (or responses). The format and content of these commands (or 
responses) is independent of the transport protocol described below. In particular, it may be the APDU 
format as defined in GPC22 [1] or the ASN.1/BER format defined in section  10. 

Secured command strings (and corresponding secured response strings) are strings encoded using a 
GlobalPlatform secure communication protocol, such as SCP80 according to GPC22 [1]. 

Note: An additional protocol for securing BER-formatted commands is expected, but not available at the 
time of publication of this specification. 

HTTP Command format 

8.1.3.1 HTTP POST request of Off-Card Administration Agent 
The POST request is used by the Off-Card Administration Agent to transmit command strings. 

The POST request shall have the following headers (in any order): 

Host: <Administration Host> CRLF 
X-Admin-Protocol: globalplatform-remote-admin/2.0 CRLF 
Content-Type: <command-string-request-format> CRLF 
[X-Targeted-Application: <APSD-URI> CRLF] 
[Content-Length: <body-length> CRLF] or [Transfer-Encoding: chunked CRLF] 

 

The request URI is the Link Platform Operator Security Domain instance URI. 

The request of an administration session contains the following headers and body: 

• The "Host" header value shall have a valid value in respect to the requested resource. 
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• The "X-Admin-Protocol" header shall be set to "globalplatform-remote-admin/2.0". 

• "Content-Type" header identifies the format of the request command string contained in the HTTP 
request body. See section  8.1.3.3 for valid values. 

• "Content-Length" header with the exact length of the body in bytes, or "Transfer-Encoding" 
header with the value "chunked". 

• A body with the complete string of the command string, in binary format. The chunked transfer 
encoding may be used, if chunked transfer encoding has been set (see previous bullet). 

• Optionally, "X-Targeted-Application" header with the targeted Application Security Domain 
URI as header value, if the targeted Application Security Domain is not the same as the Link 
Platform Operator Security Domain. 

8.1.3.2 HTTP POST response of Link Platform Operator Security Domain 
The POST response is used by the Link Platform Operator Security Domain to transmit the response 
string to an Off-Card Administration Agent. 

The POST response shall have the following headers (in any order): 

Content-Type: <command-string-response-format> CRLF 
X-Admin-Protocol: globalplatform-remote-admin/2.0 CRLF 
[Content-Length: <body-length> CRLF] or [Transfer-Encoding: chunked CRLF] 

    

• If the HTTP POST request was successfully delivered and processed by the target SD (either the 
Link or Application Provider SD), the Link Platform Operator Security Domain shall return the status 
code 200 (OK) if the response contains a body, or 204 (No Content) if no body is in the response. 

• If the Link Platform Operator Security Domain was not able to process the last HTTP POST request 
(e.g. unexpected URI, invalid header, etc.) then the response shall have an error status indicating 
the kind of error that occurred, as defined by the HTTP specification. The Link Platform Operator 
Security Domain shall close the administration session. This may for instance occur because the 
Link Platform Operator SD could not be found, or because the body could not be decoded. 

• The Link Platform Operator Security Domain shall use the error status 502 (Bad Gateway) if the 
request has a "X-Targeted-Application" header and has been forwarded to the targeted SD, 
but the latter did not provide a response (e.g., because an error occurred during the processing of 
the command string). 

• The Link Platform Operator Security Domain shall use the error status 504 (Gateway Timeout) if the 
request has a "X-Targeted-Application" header and could not be forwarded to the targeted SD 
(e.g., because the targeted SD does not exist, or because such forwarding is not authorized). 

• The Application Provider Security Domain passes the response to the processing of the command 
string to the Link Platform Operator Security Domain. The interface between Application Provider 
Security Domain and the Link Platform Operator Security Domain is out of scope of this 
specification. 

• The Link Platform Operator Security Domain shall put the response string, if any, from the 
Application Provider SD in the HTTP response body, and set the following headers: 

o The " X-Admin-Protocol" header shall be set to "globalplatform-remote-admin/2.0". 

o If the response contains a body, the “Content-Type” header must be set and have a value 
identifying the format of the response command string contained in the HTTP response 
body. See section  8.1.3.3 for valid values. 

o If the body is not implicitly empty (as defined in HTTP [5]), one of the “Content-Length”, 
“Transfer-Encoding: chunked” or the “Connection: close” headers should be present to 
inform the response recipient of the expected body size. 
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8.1.3.3 Content types 
This specification supports the following values for the "Content-Type" HTTP header: 

 GP2 APDU commands  GPNF ASN.1/BER command strings  

"Content-
Type" in 
HTTP 
request 

application/vnd.globalplatform.
card-content-mgt;version=1.0 

application/vnd.globalplatform
.card-content-mgt;version=2.0 

"Content-
Type" in 
HTTP 
response 

application/vnd.globalplatform.
card-content-mgt-
response;version=1.0 

application/vnd.globalplatform.
card-content-mgt-
response;version=2.0 

Table  8-1: Content-Types supported values 

8.1.4 Examples 

8.1.4.1 Nominal Case 
Request sent by the Off-Card Administration Agent: 

POST /com/acme/sd HTTP/1.1 CRLF 
Host: 172.96.0.1 CRLF 
X-Admin-Protocol: globalplatform-remote-admin/2.0 CRLF 
Content-Type: application/vnd.globalplatform.card-content-mgt;version=2.0 CRLF 
Content-Length: xxxx CRLF 
CRLF 
[command-string] 

 

Response reporting a successful processing of the command string: 

HTTP/1.1 200 OK CRLF 
X-Admin-Protocol: globalplatform-remote-admin/2.0 CRLF 
Content-Type: application/vnd.globalplatform.card-content-mgt-
response;version=2.0 CRLF 
Content-Length: xxxx CRLF 
CRLF 
[response-string] 
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8.1.4.2 Nominal Case with an Intermediary Actor 
Request sent by the Off-Card Administration Agent asking to forward the command string to the 
Application Provider Security Domain: 

POST /com/acme/sd HTTP/1.1 CRLF 
Host: 172.96.0.1 CRLF 
X-Admin-Protocol: globalplatform-remote-admin/2.0 CRLF 
Content-Type: application/vnd.globalplatform.card-content-mgt;version=2.0 CRLF 
X-Targeted-Application: //aid/a000000062/03010c02 CRLF 
Content-Length: xxxx CRLF 
CRLF 
[secured-command-string] 

 

Response reporting a successful processing of the command string: 

HTTP/1.1 200 OK CRLF 
X-Admin-Protocol: globalplatform-remote-admin/2.0 CRLF 
Content-Type: application/vnd.globalplatform.card-content-mgt-
response;version=2.0 CRLF 
Content-Length: xxxx CRLF 
CRLF 
[secured-response-string] 

 

8.1.4.3 Direct Communication Flow 
When there is no intermediate actor in the transfer of the command string, the actors and on-card 
components involved are: 

• the Application Provider (AP), also acting as the Off-Card Administration Agent 

• the Application Provider Security Domain (APSD) also acting as the Link Platform Operator 
Security Domain 

The figure below illustrates the direct communication model. 
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Off-Card 
Administration 

Agent / AP 

APSD (=LPOSD) 
///com/acme/sd 

Open Connection 

TLS Handshake 

Process 
command 

string

POST /com/acme/sd HTTP/1.1 
Host: 172.96.0.1 
X-Admin-Protocol: globalplatform-remote-
admin/2.0 
Content-Type: 
application/vnd.globalplatform.card-
content-mgt;version=2.0 
Content-Length: xxxx 
 
[command string] 

HTTP/1.1 200 OK 
X-Admin-Protocol: globalplatform-remote-
admin/2.0 
Content-Type: 
application/vnd.globalplatform.card-
content-mgt-response;version=2.0 
Content-Length: xxxx 
 
[response string] 

Optional: 
TLS using 
APSD keys

 

Figure  8-1: Direct communication flow between an Application Provider and its Security Domain 

8.1.4.4 Communication Flow through an Intermediary Actor 
The actors and on-card components involved in this scenario are: 

• the Application Provider (AP), which secures its command strings 

• the Off-Card Administration Agent, which uses TLS to secure the communication 

• the Link Platform Operator Security Domain (LPOSD), which uses its own keys to process TLS 
security 

• the Application Provider Security Domain (APSD), which uses its own keys to process the 
command string security 

 8.1.2 regarding security of BER-formatted commands. Note: See the note in section 

The figure below illustrates the intermediary actor communication model. 
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POST /com/acme/sd HTTP/1.1 
Host: 172.96.0.1 
X-Admin-Protocol: globalplatform-remote-
admin/2.0 
X-Targeted-Application: ///com/bank/sd 
Content-Type: 
application/vnd.globalplatform.card-
content-mgt;version=2.0 
Content-Length: xxxx 
 
[secured command string] 

HTTP/1.1 200 OK 
X-Admin-Protocol: globalplatform-remote-
admin/2.0 
Content-Type: 
application/vnd.globalplatform.card-
content-mgt-response;version=2.0 
Content-Length: xxxx 
 
[secured response string] 

TLS using 
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Application 
Provider 

APSD 
///com/bank/sd 

Secured link 
[secured 

command 
string] 

String with 
secured 

commands

String with 
secured 

responseSecured link 
[secured 
response 

string] 

• Unwrap secured 
command string 

• Process 
command string 

• Wrap response 
with security 

Figure  8-2: Communication flow between an Application Provider and its Security Domain, through 
an intermediary actor 

8.2 RAM over HTTP 

The "Remote Application Management over HTTP" specification defined in GPC22 AmdB [14] may be 
used to manage GPNF-based cards, with the following adjustments: 

• In addition to PSK TLS mentioned in the original specification, this protocol can also be 
implemented on any transport protocol supporting HTTP, as long as it matches the security 
requirements. It may for instance be TLS with public key based cipher suites, or even non TLS 
based communications. 

• Instead of APDU format string containing GlobalPlatform commands, GPNF will use BER TLV 
command strings compliant to the ASN.1 command syntax defined in the current document.  
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The request and response shall contain the following "Content-Type" HTTP header: 

 HTTP "Content-Type" header value 
"Content-Type" 
in HTTP request 

application/vnd.globalplatform.card-content-
mgt-response;version=2.0 

"Content-Type" 
in HTTP response 

application/vnd.globalplatform.card-content-
mgt;version=2.0 

Table  8-2: Content-Type Header Values for HTTP Request and Response 

 

For implementations utilizing the Java Card™ 3 Connected framework, Security Domain implementations 
should use the API described in section  A.5 of this document, rather than the 
org.globalplatform.SecureChannel interface. 
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9 Secure Communications 
This section describes how secure TCP/IP communications may be established by devices implementing 
the GlobalPlatform Networked Framework (GPNF).  

As an evolution of the GPC22 [1] specification, this specification guarantees that 

• new security mechanisms defined for the TCP/IP framework provide assurances that are higher or at 
least comparable to those provided by security mechanisms previously defined for the APDU-based 
framework, and 

• any mechanism relating to secure communications previously defined in the GPC22 [1] specification 
can still consistently be made available to on-card applications (backward compatibility) 

Security Domains store credentials for their own usage and for their associated applications. On-card 
applications by default rely on the credentials of their associated Security Domain to establish secure 
communications, but they may chose to use their own credentials. 

9.1 Secure Channel Protocol '81' (SCP81) 

The GPNF requires the runtime environment to provide secure communications based on the TLS 
protocol. 

The Secure Channel Protocol '81' refers to the TLS protocol, as defined in TLS [6a], [6b], and [6c]. 

The TLS protocol defines many options and may involve different cryptographic algorithms. It also defines 
the concept of cipher suites, which define combinations of options and algorithms that may actually be 
used with the protocol, and provide different guarantees in terms of security and cryptography strength. 
Selecting a particular cipher suite, the following security levels can be achieved: 

• Mutual Authentication  
Only server authentication is mandatory. Client authentication is optional (performed as part of 
session opening sequence), and can be done with any cipher suite. 

• Integrity 
Guarantee that the message has not been altered. 

• Confidentiality 
The confidentiality of the message is protected. Moreover, the TLS protocol enforces Perfect 
Forward Secrecy, which guarantees that if, by any means, the ciphering key attached to a particular 
TLS session is discovered, it will be of no use to decipher messages exchanged within another TLS 
session, in particular older sessions. 

9.1.1 

9.1.2 

Supported Cipher Suites 
Any cipher suite defined for the TLS protocol, as described in TLS [6a], [6b], and [6c], and any related 
publications describing new cipher suites, such as TLSPSK [8a] and [8b], and related modes as defined in 
[9] and [10], for example, may be supported by the platform.  

Required Cryptographic Keys and Credentials 
Security Domains may provide support for all or only a subset of the cipher suites supported by the 
platform, by storing required credentials accordingly. There are two cipher suite families: 

• Public key based: These cipher suites allow a communicating party to authenticate by claiming an 
identity (described in a certificate) associated to a public key, while showing the proof that is has the 
corresponding private key. To support such a cipher suite, one or more certificates must have been 
previously loaded in the Security Domain. As the standard behavior, the card will rely on the root 
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certificates that have been loaded without checking the revocation and/or expiration state of 
certificates of an external entity. 

• Pre-shared key (PSK) based: PSK cipher suites require that a master secret (key) be previously 
known to each communicating entity. A PSK identity is always associated with the secret shared 
key. Security Domains use PSK identities in the following way: 

o In TLS server connections, a SD may send the PSK identity as the identity hint in the 
ServerKeyExchange message. Once the ClientKeyExchange message has been 
received, the SD uses the identity it contains to retrieve the shared secret to use for the 
connection. 

o In TLS client connections, if the server has sent an identity hint in a ServerKeyExchange 
message, the SD will look for a shared secret associated with that identity. If no identity 
hint is provided, or if this identity is not known by the client, then the default identity is 
used. The selected PSK identity is sent in the ClientKeyExchange message. 

This document provides no guidance for the usage of PSK identities when an on-card application 
does not rely on the credentials stored by its Security Domain. 

For all cipher suites and corresponding key type used, the Security Domain will apply the algorithm defined 
in section  5 to select the key used for authentication.  The URI used by this algorithm is either the local 
connection entry point in case of incoming connections, or the remote connection endpoint in case of 
outbound connections. The exact URI syntax is runtime environment dependent. 

9.1.3 

9.1.4 

Establishing a TLS Session 
Applications shall use appropriate platform services to establish connections and handle TLS sessions. By 
default, the platform services use the credentials and parameters of their associated Security Domain 
when establishing TLS sessions. However, overriding these parameters, applications are able to specify: 

• the use of a particular level of security, that is, guarantees about the origin, the integrity and the 
confidentiality of communications 

• preferences on the TLS cipher suites used to establish the TLS session (among those supported by 
the platform) 

• the use of their own credentials 

 A.5See section  for details on how to establish a TLS session on the Java Card™ 3 platform and how to 
manage TLS session parameters. 

Sensitive data encryption and decryption 
Additional credentials are used for decoding or encoding sensitive data transported over TLS connections. 
These credentials shall have the ku-CR-DEK key usage and the 
“DECRYPTION_ENCRYPTION.DEFAULT” alias. 
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10 Command Format 

10.1 Introduction 

The GPNF introduces a new command format independent of the transport protocol. Unlike GPC22 [1] 
formatted commands, where command data is mixed with communication information in APDUs, GPNF 
commands are protocol-independent.  This new format allows the command syntax to overcome some 
historic APDU constraints, such as the 256-byte maximum data block size, or the 4-byte header fields 
structure (CLA/INS/P1/P2). This new format is transportable on any communication protocol. 

GPNF commands syntax is defined using Abstract Syntax Notation One (ASN.1) [2], which is a human 
readable language to express structured value types. GPNF commands are encoded in TLVs compliant to 
a subset of ASN.1 Basic Encoding Rules (BER) [3]. In the GPNF, TLV encoding is used not only for the 
parameters, but for the whole commands. 

In order to simplify command processing, GPNF uses the following restrictions to BER: 

• GPNF commands received by the card shall be encoded according to Distinguished Encoding Rules 
(DER) [3] 

• GPNF responses sent by the card shall be encoded according to DER except for: 

o Value length may be encoded as specified in BER 

o BIT STRING and OCTET STRING may be encoded using the constructed form  

This section introduces the syntax of the GPNF commands. 

10.2 Changes from GlobalPlatform 2.2 

The main changes compared to GPC22 [1] commands are the following: 

• GPNF replaces APDU and tagged based command specification by ASN.1 syntax. Its encoding is 
fully and unambiguously described by BER. 

• Simplified the command set by grouping related or overlapping GPC22 [1] commands:  

o GET STATUS and GET DATA have been merged in to a single GetInfo command 

o INSTALL [for load] and LOAD have been merged in to a single Install.load command 

o INSTALL [for install] / [make selectable] / [registry update] have been merged in to a single 
Install.configure command 

o INSTALL [for personalize], PUT KEY and STORE DATA has been merged in to a single 
StoreData command 

o Some field encodings have been restructured to enforce semantic rules: Privilege, Life Cycle 
State, Security Level 

o Application and load file identifiers are now coded in URI strings instead of AIDs  
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10.3 Definition 

10.3.1 ASN.1 Module 
The command format of the Networked Framework is defined in a single, self contained, ASN.1 definition 
module called GPCommands, with an ISO Object Identifier in the GlobalPlatfom namespace: 

GPCommands  {iso(1) member-body(2) country-USA(840) 
       globalPlatform (114283) card-management(100) modules(0) gp-commands(1)} 
 DEFINITIONS 
 AUTOMATIC TAGS 
 EXTENSIBILITY IMPLIED 

Two encoding/decoding attributes are defined: 

• AUTOMATIC TAGS means that the syntax definition does not define tag values; instead they will be 
defined automatically using BER rules. This rule assigns UNIVERSAL tags to top level types and 
incremented CONTEXT tags to elements of SEQUENCE, SET and CHOICE types. For a complete 
description of this rule, please refer to ISO 8825-1 [3], sections 24.9, 26 and 28.5. 

• EXTENSIBILITY IMPLIED means that SEQUENCE, SET and CHOICE types may have elements 
that are not defined in this specification. This means that decoders should be ready to handle values 
with unspecified tags, either by processing them if they know their value content, or ignoring them 
silently (without reporting an error) if they don’t know it. This is useful in two situations: (i) decoders 
will be able to process commands from a newer version of the specification that contains additional 
constructed type elements, and (ii) proprietary tag values are allowed. Note however that these 
proprietary tags shall not be of the CONTEXT tag class, as this is the class used by automatic tags, 
and thus these tags are likely to be used by an evolution of the specification. 

10.3.2 The request / response dialog 
GPNF content management is done using series of request / response exchanges. There is one ASN.1 
type for each of these two data types, where content varies according to the requested type. 

10.3.2.1 Request type 
The overall format of a request is defined by the following ASN.1 type definition: 

GPRequest ::= [APPLICATION 1] SEQUENCE { 
  version  UInt8,  -- set to 1 for this version of the specification 
  parameter CHOICE { 
    delete   DeleteParameters, 
    getInfo   GetInfoParameters, 
    install   InstallParameters, 
    setStatus  SetStatusParameters, 
    storeData  StoreDataParameters 
  } 
} 

 

The version field is used to indicate the version of the specification to which the request complies. This 
will help the device receiving such a request in the decoding of the request parameters. The value shall 
always be set to the value of 1 for requests complying with this version of the specification. 

The parameter field contains the parameter field of the command. The structure of this field depends on 
the request type.  

There are five types of requests: 

• DELETE for deleting applications or executable load files from the device 

• GET INFO for auditing the card 
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• INSTALL for loading and configuring applications on the device 

• SET STATUS for locking or unlocking one or multiple device applications 

• STORE DATA for sending data to applications 

These requests, responses, and the format of the corresponding parameters are described in the following 
sections. 

10.3.2.2 Response type 
The overall format of a response is defined by the following ASN.1 type definition: 

GPResponse ::= [APPLICATION 2] SEQUENCE { 
  version   UInt8, 
  status    INTEGER { 
    ok(0), unknown(1), invalid-security(2), condition-failed(3), 
    memory-failure(4), data-not-found(5), app-not-found(6), 
    bad-values(7), not-enough-memory(8), algorithm-not-supported(9), 
    invalid-check-value(10), 
    -- GPNF specific: 
    invalid-request-format(30), unsupported-request-version(31), 
    ns-token-error (32) 
    -- proprieraty values shall use the [16384...65535] range 
  } (UInt16), 
  statusMessage UTF8String OPTIONAL, 
  confirmation Confirmation OPTIONAL, 
 
  results   CHOICE { 
    getInfo  GetInfoResults, 
    storeData StoreDataResults 
  } OPTIONAL  
} 

 

The version field indicates the version of the specification supported by the SD. It shall not be greater 
than the version field of the corresponding request. If it is lower, the next request may still have its 
original version value. 

The status field is an integer indicating if the request has been processed, or if not, a value is returned 
indicating the reason the command was not processed. The above syntax defines standard status values 
that all implementations shall use. The ok value means that the request has been processed successfully. 
Other values are error codes, indicating the reason of the error. The status field may hold additional 
proprietary values, but for interoperability reasons the ok value shall always be the only status for 
successfully processed requests. The range [16384…65535] is reserved for proprietary use. 

An optional status message carries free textual information about the status of the command processing. 

The confirmation field is an optional parameter containing a proof of execution of the request. This 
field content in described in section  10.3.3.8. 

The last field, results, contains the response data according to the type of the request. This field is 
conditional, as some requests do not have any response data. 

10.3.3 Common Types 
This section describes some types that are used in multiple types of requests and responses. 

10.3.3.1 General purpose types 
To avoid ambiguity on the maximum allowed size of integers and octets strings, we define the following 
types and values that are referenced in various type definitions: 
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-- Basic integer types, for size constraints 
maxUInt8 INTEGER  ::= 255 
UInt8       ::= INTEGER (0..maxUInt8) 
maxUInt16 INTEGER ::= 65535 
UInt16       ::= INTEGER (0..maxUInt16) 
maxUInt31 INTEGER ::= 2147483647 
UInt31       ::= INTEGER (0..maxUInt31) 
OctetString8    ::= OCTET STRING (SIZE (1..maxUInt8)) 
OctetString16   ::= OCTET STRING (SIZE (1..maxUInt16)) 
OctetString31   ::= OCTET STRING (SIZE (1..maxUInt31)) 

 

10.3.3.2 Identifiers 
All cards entities are identified using a unique (within the card name space) character string. The character 
set is defined by the UTF-8 [11] standard. 

Identifier   ::= UTF8String 
IdentifierList ::= SEQUENCE (SIZE (1..maxUInt8)) OF Identifier 

10.3.3.3 Keys 
The KeyTemplate and KeyInfo data types are used to respectively load and introspect card keys and 
certificates. 

KeyIdentifier ::= UTF8String 
 
KeyUsage ::= BIT STRING { 
 verif-encipher(0), compute-decipher(1), secure-response(2), secure-command(3), 
 confidential(4), crypto-checksum(5), sign(6), crypto-auth(7) 
} (SIZE (1..16)) 
 
-- standard key usage values 
ku-C-MAC KeyUsage ::= { secure-command, crypto-checksum } 
ku-R-MAC KeyUsage ::= { secure-response, crypto-checksum } 
ku-CR-MAC KeyUsage ::= { secure-response, secure-command, crypto-checksum } 
ku-C-ENC KeyUsage ::= { secure-command, confidential } 
ku-R-ENC KeyUsage ::= { secure-response, confidential } 
ku-CR-ENC KeyUsage ::= { secure-response, secure-command, confidential } 
ku-C-DEK KeyUsage ::= { compute-decipher, confidential } 
ku-R-DEK KeyUsage ::= { verif-encipher, confidential } 
ku-CR-DEK KeyUsage ::= { verif-encipher, compute-decipher, confidential } 
ku-PK-SDAUT KeyUsage ::= { verif-encipher, sign } 
ku-SK-SDAUT KeyUsage ::= { compute-decipher, sign } 
ku-Token  KeyUsage ::= { verif-encipher, crypto-auth } 
ku-Receipt KeyUsage ::= { compute-decipher, crypto-checksum } 
ku-DAP   KeyUsage ::= { verif-encipher, crypto-checksum } 
ku-PK-SD-AUT-Token   KeyUsage ::= { verif-encipher, sign, crypto-auth } 
ku-SK-SD-AUT-Receipt  KeyUsage ::= { compute-decipher, sign, crypto-auth } 
ku-PK-SD-AUT-DAP    KeyUsage ::= { verif-encipher, crypto-checksum, sign } 
ku-PK-SD-AUT-Token-DAP KeyUsage ::= { verif-encipher, crypto-checksum, sign, crypto-
auth } 
 
KeyAccess ::= BIT STRING { sd(0), apps(1) } (SIZE (1..16)) 
 
CipheredKeyValue ::= SEQUENCE { 
  cipheringKey Identifier, 
  size     UInt16, 
  ciphered   OctetString16 
} 
 
-- the choice alternative tag identifies the algorithm 
KeyValue ::= CHOICE { 
  aes    CipheredKeyValue, 
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  des    CipheredKeyValue, 
  hmac    CipheredKeyValue, 
  pskTls   SEQUENCE { 
    identity Identifier, 
    psk   CipheredKeyValue 
  }, 
  rsaPub   OctetString16, -- PKCS#1 DER encoded RSAPublicKey 
  rsaPriv  CipheredKeyValue, -- PKCS#1 DER encoded RSAPrivateKey 
  certificationAuthority OctetString16, -- X509 v3 DER certificate 
  certificateChain  SEQUENCE { 
    -- X.509 v3 DER encoded certificates 
    chain   SEQUENCE (SIZE (1..maxUInt8)) OF OctetString16, 
    -- private key associated to first certificate in chain 
    privateKey Identifier 
  } 
} 
 
KeyLength   ::= CHOICE { 
  aes    UInt16, 
  des    UInt16, 
  hmac    UInt16, 
  pskTls   UInt16, 
  rsaPub   SEQUENCE { 
    n   UInt16, 
    e   UInt16 
  }, 
  rsaPriv  SEQUENCE { 
    n   UInt16, 
    e   UInt16, 
    d   UInt16, 
    p   UInt16, 
    q   UInt16, 
    pq   UInt16, 
    dp1  UInt16, 
    dq1  UInt16 
  }, 
  certificationAuthority UInt16, -- public key length  
  certificateChain    SEQUENCE { 
    chain    SEQUENCE OF UInt16, -- public key length 
    privateKey Identifier -- Associated private key 
  }   
} 
 
-- for GetInfo 
KeyInfo ::= SEQUENCE { 
  id     KeyIdentifier, 
  uris    IdentifierList OPTIONAL, -- URIs or URI patterns 
  length   KeyLength, 
  usage   KeyUsage OPTIONAL, 
  access   KeyAccess OPTIONAL 
} 
 
-- for StoreData 
KeyTemplate  ::= SEQUENCE { 
  id     KeyIdentifier, 
  uris    IdentifierList OPTIONAL, -- URIs or URI patterns 
  value   KeyValue, 
  check   OctetString16 OPTIONAL, 
  usage   KeyUsage OPTIONAL, 
  access   KeyAccess OPTIONAL 
} 

 

The KeyAccess value holds a sequence of bits that have the following meanings when set to 1: 

• sd: The key may be used by the Security Domain 

• apps: The key may be used by any Application associated with the Security Domain 
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The KeyValue choice alternative defines the algorithm with which the key should be used. 

The Pre-Shared Key for PSKTLS should be loaded using KeyValue.pskTls data field. It is composed of 
two fields. The identity field is used to distinguish alternative psk secrets. See section  9.1.2 for how 
this data is used. The psk field is the secret itself. 

Secret and private keys are ciphered and stored in CipheredKeyValue. Before ciphering, the secret key 
shall be padded with as few (if any) random bytes to fill the last block required by the ciphering algorithm. 
The padded secret key shall be ciphered using the key identified by 
CipheredKeyValue.cipheringKey in CBC mode with ICV set to zero. The length of the unciphered 
key is stored in CipheredKeyValue.size. 

A certificationAuthority value holds a certificate that the card shall use to check certificates 
presented subsequently during certificate based access control and TLS handshakes.  

A certificateChain value holds two values: 

• a list of certificates (i.e. a chain or a path); the first one is mandatory and contains the identity used 
for a specific connection, and the optional subsequent ones represent authorities which signed the 
certificate immediately preceding them in the chain. 

• a key identifier that references the private key corresponding to the public key included in the first 
certificate of the above certificate list 

RSA Public keys, RSA private keys and certificate values are DER [3] encoded values of PKCS#1 
RSAPublicKey, PKCS#1 RSAPrivateKey and X.509 v3 Certificate ASN.1 types, respectively. 

Token, Receipt and DAP verification keys conform to the requirements defined in GPC22 [1]. 

10.3.3.4 Privileges 
The Privileges type is structured in a way reflecting the dependencies between the different individual 
privileges. 

Privileges   ::= SEQUENCE { 
  securityDomain SEQUENCE { 
    dapVerif     SEQUENCE { 
      mandated   NULL OPTIONAL 
    } OPTIONAL, 
    contentMgt    CHOICE { 
      delegated   NULL, 
      authorized  NULL 
    } OPTIONAL, 
    tokenVerif    NULL OPTIONAL, 
    receiptGeneration NULL OPTIONAL, 
    nsPrimaryManager NULL OPTIONAL 
  } OPTIONAL, 
  cardLock       NULL OPTIONAL, 
  cardTerminate     NULL OPTIONAL, 
  cardReset       NULL OPTIONAL, 
  cvmMgt        NULL OPTIONAL, 
  trustedPath      NULL OPTIONAL, 
  globalDelete     NULL OPTIONAL, 
  globalLock      NULL OPTIONAL, 
  globalRegistry    NULL OPTIONAL, 
  finalApplication   NULL OPTIONAL, 
  globalService     NULL OPTIONAL 
} 
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10.3.3.5 Life cycles 
Three lifecycle types are defined, for the different card entities: the card itself, executable load files, and 
applications. The LifeCycle type is the generic container type that may hold a value of any of the three 
mentioned lifecycle types. 

-- There may be other proprietary states, listed values are the standard ones 
CardLifeCycle ::= INTEGER { ready(1), secured(15), locked(127), 
               terminated(255) } (UInt8) 
AppLifeCycle  ::= SEQUENCE { 
  locked   NULL OPTIONAL, 
  state   INTEGER { installed(3), active(7), personalized(15) } (UInt8) 
} 
LoadFileLifeCycle ::= INTEGER { loaded(1) } (UInt8) 
LifeCycle   ::= CHOICE { 
  card    CardLifeCycle, 
  app    AppLifeCycle, 
  loadFile  LoadFileLifeCycle 
} 

10.3.3.6 Tokens 
The following type is used to hold request token parameters.  

-- Delegated Management Token Control Reference Template 
DMTokenCRT ::= SEQUENCE { 
  issuerId     Identifier OPTIONAL, 
  issuerImageNb  IssuerImageNumber OPTIONAL, 
  appProviderId  Identifier OPTIONAL, 
  tokenId     OctetString8 OPTIONAL 
} 
 
IssuerImageNumber  ::= OctetString8 

 

When present, the application provider id (appProviderId) shall be registered in the GlobalPlatform 
Registry. 

Token signatures are computed using the token signature scheme defined in GPC22 [1]. The signed data 
for each token type is defined below in section  10.3.4. 

 

10.3.3.7 Signatures 
Signatures are raw, unstructured, binary data. An entity receiving a value of this type shall know from the 
context all the required information (such as the algorithms and keys used) to verify the signature. 

Signature      ::= OctetString16 

10.3.3.8 Receipts and Confirmations 
Receipts are generated using the cryptographic scheme defined in GPC22 [1].  

The signed data includes: 

• The DER encoded value of confirmation data fields: 

o counter (confirmation counter) 

o cardUniqueData (card unique data) 

o token (request token information) 
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• Data depending on the original request, as described in the specific Requests, below. 

Confirmation data contains the generated receipt together with the confirmation counter incremented at 
each receipt generation, the card unique data, which is the concatenation without delimiters of the IIN and 
the CIN, and the request token data if there was one in the request. The presence of the token identifier 
depends on whether a token identifier was included in the original token. 

Confirmation ::= SEQUENCE { 
  receipt Signature OPTIONAL, 
  conf-data ConfirmationData 
} 
 
ConfirmationData ::= SEQUENCE { 
  counter UInt16, 
  cardUniqueData OctetString8, 
  token SEQUENCE { 
    id OctetString8 OPTIONAL, 
    digest OctetString8 
  } OPTIONAL 
} 

 

10.3.3.9 Application Data 
Application data is the set of administrative information that can be queried using the GET INFO 
command. 

ApplicationDataFilter ::= SEQUENCE { 
  appId       NULL OPTIONAL, 
  appType      NULL OPTIONAL, 
  state       NULL OPTIONAL, 
  privileges    NULL OPTIONAL, 
  loadFileId    NULL OPTIONAL, 
  loadFileVersion  NULL OPTIONAL, 
  loadFileType   NULL OPTIONAL, 
  modules      NULL OPTIONAL, 
  sdId       NULL OPTIONAL 
  -- other proprietary values are possible 
} 
 
ApplicationData    ::= SEQUENCE { 
  appId       Identifier OPTIONAL, 
  appType      UInt8 OPTIONAL, -- framework dependent value 
  state       LifeCycle OPTIONAL, 
  privileges    Privileges OPTIONAL, 
  loadFileId    Identifier OPTIONAL, 
  loadFileVersion  UInt8 OPTIONAL, 
  loadFileType   UInt8 OPTIONAL, -- framework dependent value 
  modules      IdentifierList OPTIONAL, 
  sdId       Identifier OPTIONAL 
  -- other proprietary values are possible 
} 
 

10.3.3.10 Card Management Data 
For interoperability reasons, the ASN.1 syntax above allows to encode card management data values as 
described in annex H of GP2.2 [1]. 

When the ISD is queried, CardManagementData shall contain the card recognition data. 

When any other SD is queried, CardManagementData shall contain the SD management data. 
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-- card recognition data or sd management data  
globalPlatform OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= { 
  iso(1) member-body(2) country-USA(840) globalPlatform(114283)  
} 
gpAuthority    OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= { globalPlatform 1 } 
gpTypeAndVersion  OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= { globalPlatform 2 } 
gpIdScheme     OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= { globalPlatform 3 } 
gpScp       OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= { globalPlatform 4 } 
gpMgtScheme    OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= { globalPlatform 5 } 
 
CardManagementData   ::= [APPLICATION 19] SEQUENCE { 
  authority      OBJECT IDENTIFIER, -- { gpAuthority } 
  typeAndVersion   [APPLICATION 0] EXPLICIT  
            OBJECT IDENTIFIER, -- { gpTypeAndVersion v } 
  idScheme      [APPLICATION 3] EXPLICIT  
            OBJECT IDENTIFIER, -- { gpIdScheme } 
  scp         [APPLICATION 4] 
            SEQUENCE OF OBJECT IDENTIFIER, -- { gpScp p i } 
  configDetails    [APPLICATION 5]  
            SEQUENCE OF OBJECT IDENTIFIER OPTIONAL, 
  cardDetails     [APPLICATION 6] 
            SEQUENCE OF OBJECT IDENTIFIER OPTIONAL, 
  trustPoint     [APPLICATION 7] 
            SEQUENCE OF OBJECT IDENTIFIER OPTIONAL, 
  certificate     [APPLICATION 8] 
            SEQUENCE OF OBJECT IDENTIFIER OPTIONAL, 
  mgtScheme      [APPLICATION 9] EXPLICIT 
            OBJECT IDENTIFIER OPTIONAL -- { gpMgtScheme s } 
} 
 
-- value masks for scp's i OID element 
Scp81Options    ::= ENUMERATED { tls10(1), tls11(2), tls12(4) } 
-- value masks for mgtScheme's s OID element 
MgtSchemeOptions  ::= ENUMERATED { ram(1), pam(2) } 
 

 

The OID values gpTypeAndVersion, gpScp and gpMgtScheme are OID prefixes that shall be used in 
the typeAndVersion, scp and mgtScheme fields, respectively.  

For cards implementing this specification, the typeAndVersion field shall contain the 
{ gpTypeAndVersion 2 9 } OID value. 

While the p element of the scp object identifier holds the secure channel protocol identifier, the i element 
holds protocol options. For SCP81, these options identify the supported TLS versions. They should be 
encoded as an integer resulting from the binary OR of the Scp81Options values. The tls10, tls11 
and tls12 values respectively indicate whether TLS version 1.0 [6a], 1.1, [6b], or 1.2 [6c] are supported. 

The mgtScheme field identifies the supported remote administration schemes. The s object identifier 
element shall be encoded as an integer resulting from the binary OR of the MgtSchemeOptions values, 
where the ram and pam values respectively indicate whether Remote Application Management (see 
section  8.2  8.1) and Pushed Application Management (see section ) are supported. 

10.3.4 Request Parameters and Responses 

10.3.4.1 DELETE 
The DELETE command is used to delete a uniquely identifiable object such as an Executable Load File, 
an Application, an Executable Load File and its related Applications or a key. 

DeleteParameters ::= CHOICE { 
  cardContent  SEQUENCE { 
    token   Signature OPTIONAL,  -- Delegated Management token 
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    content  CHOICE { 
      loadFile     SEQUENCE { 
        loadFileId  Identifier, 
        andInstances NULL OPTIONAL 
      }, 
      appId      Identifier 
    }  
  }, 
  key     KeyIdentifier 
} 
 
DeleteReceipt  ::= SEQUENCE { 
  conf-data  ConfirmationData, 
  ids     IdentifierList 
} 

 

The delete request contains a DeleteParameters value, which contains two fields indicating the type of 

ent refers to either: 

ile (loadFile field) The loadFileId field must hold the identifier 

o f the application 

In bot  Control Reference Template for Digital Signature and Delete Token (token and 

• K

The ever, if present, the confirmation receipt in 

10.3.4.2 GET INFO 
T ed to audit the card. It allows retrieving various types of information 

data to delete: 

• Card cont

o an executable load f
used in the loadFileId of the load command. Adding the optional andInstances field 
forces deletion of remaining instances of objects if their executable code is part of the load 
file (this includes application instances). If this field is not present and there are remaining 
instances then the deletion fails with the condition-failed error status. 

or an application instance (appId field) The appId must hold the identifier o
to delete. 

h cases, a
tokenCRT fields) may be required, if this is required by the card content management policy. 

eys - The key field may hold the identifier of a unique key that should be deleted. Or It may hold a 
key pattern, in the form of "<prefix>*", to allow the deletion of all keys that have identifiers which 
match the given pattern (i.e., start by the given prefix). 

DELETE request has no specific response data, how
response to the DELETE command is the signature of the BER encoded value of a DeleteReceipt 
value listing the deleted entities identifiers. 

he GET INFO command is us
regarding the card or applications’ state. The card shall check that the requester meets the security 
requirements (and in particular the communication security level) necessary to access this information. 

GetInfoParameters ::= CHOICE { 
   -- Security Domain SHALL support: 
  issuerId    NULL, 
  issuerImageNb  NULL, 
  sdMgtData    NULL, 
  key       NULL, 
  -- Security Domain MAY support: 
  currentSecurity NULL, 
  apps      ApplicationsDataRequest, 
  extResInfo   NULL, 
  -- Security Domain with Receipt Generation privilege shall support: 
  confirmCounter NULL 
  -- other proprietary info may be requested 
} 
 
ApplicationsDataRequest ::= SEQUENCE { 
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  -- criteria 
  scope    SEQUENCE { 
    apps CHOICE { 
       currentSD NULL, 
       sdAndApps NULL 
    } OPTIONAL, 
    loadFiles CHOICE { 
       loadFilesOnly    NULL, 
       loadFilesAndModules NULL 
    } OPTIONAL 
  }, 
  criteria   SEQUENCE { 
    appFilter  Identifier OPTIONAL -- absence means all applicable entries 
    -- or other criteria not listed here 
  } OPTIONAL, 
  infoFilter  ApplicationDataFilter OPTIONAL 
} 
 
GetInfoResults ::= CHOICE { 
  issuerId    Identifier, 
  issuerImageNb  IssuerImageNumber, 
  sdMgtData    CardManagementData, 
  key       KeyInfo, 
  currentSecurity SecurityLevel, 
  apps      SEQUENCE (SIZE (1..maxUInt8)) OF ApplicationData, 
  extResInfo   ExternalResourceInfo, 
  confirmCounter UInt31 
  -- or other specific data no listed here 
} 
 
SecurityLevel    ::= SEQUENCE { 
  authenticated  CHOICE { 
    appProvider NULL, 
    any     NULL 
  } OPTIONAL, 
  cDecryption   NULL OPTIONAL, 
  cMAC      NULL OPTIONAL, 
  rEncryption   NULL OPTIONAL, 
  rMAC      NULL OPTIONAL 
} 
 
ExternalResourceInfo ::= SEQUENCE { 
  installedAppsNb UInt8, 
  freeNVM     UInt31, 
  freeVM      UInt31 
} 

 

The search is limited to the Executable Load Files, Applications and Security Domains that are directly or 

quests, the applications to be considered have to be defined using a set of 

 is used to select a subset of statuses to be included in the response message. 

entifier, 
 

indirectly associated with the on-card entity receiving the command. When the on-card entity receiving the 
command has the Global Registry privilege, the search applies to all Executable Load Files, Applications 
and Security Domains. 

For application data re
attributes: 

• The scope

• The identifier filter (appFilter field), when present, indicates either an exact application id
or a pattern in the form "//<identifier prefix>/*", the "*" character being treated as a wildcard matching
any (including empty) identifier suffix. When this field is absent all applications in the scope are 
considered. 
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The infoFilter field indicates to the card what application data to include in the response data for each 
on-card entity matching the search criteria. If an on-card entity matching the search criteria does not have 
the corresponding data object, the corresponding data should be silently omitted for this entity. When the 
infoFilter field is absent in the command, the response shall contain the following ApplicationData 
objects: 

• The application identifier (appId field) and Life Cycle State (state field) shall be present. 

• Privileges (privileges field) shall be present for the Issuer Security Domain, Supplementary 
Security Domains and Applications and shall be absent for Executable Load Files. 

• The Executable Modules (modules field) shall be present if requested scope indicates Executable 
Load Files and their Executable Modules (loadFilesAndModules value), and the card supports 
modules. 

In the response to a key request, the presence of Key Usage and Key Access in the Key Info is conditional 
on the data having been supplied when the key was loaded on the card. 

10.3.4.3 INSTALL 
The INSTALL command is issued to a Security Domain to load and configure card applications. 
Configuration can be requested in the same command as loading, or in a subsequent command. 

InstallParameters ::= SEQUENCE { -- at least one of "load" or "configure" 
                 -- elements shall be present 
  load SEQUENCE { 
    token    Signature OPTIONAL, -- Delegated Management token 
    tokenCRT  DMTokenCRT OPTIONAL, -- Token Control Reference Template 
    loadFileId Identifier,       -- Load File Identifier 
    sdId    Identifier OPTIONAL,  -- Load File Security Domain 
    hash    OctetString8 OPTIONAL, -- Load File Hash 
    sysParams  LoadSystemParameters OPTIONAL, -- System Parameters 
    daps    SEQUENCE (SIZE (1..maxUInt8)) OF Dap OPTIONAL, 
    loadFile  LoadFile 
  } OPTIONAL, 
  configure SEQUENCE { 
    token    Signature OPTIONAL,  -- Delegated Management token 
    tokenCRT  DMTokenCRT OPTIONAL,  -- Token Control Reference Template 
    appId    Identifier,       -- the application to configure 
    sdId    Identifier OPTIONAL,  -- target SD for extradition 
    instantiate SEQUENCE {       -- creates application instance 
      code      ApplicationCode OPTIONAL, 
      appParams   ApplicationParameters OPTIONAL, 
      nsInstallToken Signature OPTIONAL -- Name Space Install Token 
    } OPTIONAL, 
    nsRegTokens SEQUENCE OF Signature OPTIONAL, -- Name Space Registration Token 
    privileges Privileges OPTIONAL,  -- required if instantiate 
    selectable NULL OPTIONAL,     -- makes application selectable 
    restrict  RestrictParameter OPTIONAL, 
    sysParams  ConfigSystemParameters OPTIONAL 
  } OPTIONAL 
} 
 
Dap ::= SEQUENCE { 
  sdId    Identifier, 
  signature  Signature 
} 
 
LoadSystemParameters ::= SEQUENCE { 
  minNVMCode   UInt31 OPTIONAL, 
          -- non volatile code minimum memory requirements 
  minVMData    UInt31 OPTIONAL, 
  minNVMData   UInt31 OPTIONAL, 
  fileFormatId  UInt8 OPTIONAL, 
  formatParams  OctetString8 OPTIONAL, 
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  codeReservedMem UInt31 OPTIONAL 
} 
 
LoadFile ::= SEQUENCE { 
  loadFileType  UInt8 OPTIONAL, -- fwk dependent value 
  securityPolicy SecurityPolicy OPTIONAL, 
  file      OctetString31 
} 
 
SecurityPolicy ::= SEQUENCE { 
  allow SEQUENCE OF SEQUENCE { 
    securityRule  Identifier, 
    securityParams IdentifierList OPTIONAL 
  } OPTIONAL, 
  deny SEQUENCE OF SEQUENCE { 
    securityRule  Identifier, 
    securityParams IdentifierList OPTIONAL 
  } OPTIONAL 
} 
 
ApplicationCode ::= SEQUENCE { 
  loadFileId  Identifier, 
  moduleId   Identifier OPTIONAL  
} 
 
RestrictParameter ::= BIT STRING { load(0), instantiate(1), extradite(2), 
  selectable(3), configure(4), delete(5) } (SIZE (1..16)) 
 
-- Application personalization data 
NamedValue   ::= SEQUENCE { 
  name      Identifier, 
  value      OctetString31 
} 
 
ApplicationParameters  ::= SEQUENCE { 
  rawData    OctetString8 OPTIONAL, 
  toBeAssigned SEQUENCE (SIZE (1..maxUInt8)) OF NamedValue OPTIONAL, 
  toBeDeleted  IdentifierList OPTIONAL 
} 
 
ConfigSystemParameters ::= SEQUENCE { 
  quotaVM      UInt31 OPTIONAL, 
  quotaNVM     UInt31 OPTIONAL, 
  reservedVM    UInt31 OPTIONAL, 
  reservedNVM    UInt31 OPTIONAL, 
  globalSceParam  OctetString16 OPTIONAL, 
  selection     SEQUENCE OF ImplicitSelectionParameter OPTIONAL 
} 
 
ImplicitSelectionParameter ::= SEQUENCE { 
  interface    ENUMERATED { contact, contactless }, 
  logicalChannel INTEGER (0..19) 
} 
 
NsTokenData ::= SEQUENCE { 
  sdId  Identifier, -- security domain identifier 
  name  Identifier -- name under the authority of above SD 
} 
 

 

The token and its associated tokenCRT are mandatory for Delegated Management and for Authorized 
Management if the off-card entity is not the Security Domain Provider. In all other cases an error status 
shall be returned if a token is present. 
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The Load File Hash (hash field) is mandatory for load requests if a token is present or if the Load File 
contains one or more DAPs. In all other cases, the Load File Hash is optional and may or may not be 
verified by the card. The Load File Hash is a digest of the BER encoded value of the LoadFile value, 
using the hashing algorithm defined in GPC22 [1]. 

 

In addition to being optional for both loading and configuration, System Specific Parameters (sysParams 
field) may be ignored by the card. 

Some of the INSTALL parameters relate to memory management, which is an optional feature of a card. 
Values that represent an amount of memory resources are counted in bytes. 

When present in the configuration command, the application parameters (appParams field) shall be 
passed to the application being installed in an application-model dependent way. When combining loading 
and instantiation of an application in a single command, the code field must not be present: the 
considered load file is always the one loaded by this command. 

The presence of the privileges field is required in instantiating commands (i.e., which contains the 
instantiate field). If an Application is only being instantiated and not made selectable with the same 
INSTALL command the Card Reset privilege cannot be set. 

When the restrict parameter is present, it either applies to the Security Domain which identifier is set in the 
appId field, or to OPEN if this field is set to "///". If the card does not implement this option, the card shall 
reject the command. 

The SecurityPolicy object is utilized within the LoadFile object to manage the Security Policy 
associated with an application bundle. As the trust model is already defined in the GlobalPlatform 
specifications, it is not necessary to add additional security information in order to guarantee the 
consistency of the security policy with respect to the application. Since the security of card content loading 
is managed using DAP verification of signed Load Files, and the SecurityPolicy is within the 
LoadFile object, the SecurityPolicy is included in the load file hash and the subsequent DAP 
verification. 

When present, the nsRegTokens and nsInstallToken hold signatures of NsTokenData values. 

The Load File Signature, contained in Dap’s signature field, is a signature of the Load File Hash using 
the signature scheme defined in GPC22 [1]. 

Tokens and Receipt data are specific to LOAD and CONFIGURE modes of the INSTALL request. The 
following sections define the specific format for Tokens and Receipts for these two INSTALL modes. 

LOAD mode 

The Load Token is a signature authorizing the processing of a GPRequest.parameter.install.load 
field. 

The token signature is computed on the subset of the DER encoded command value containing 
consecutive ASN.1 fields following the token (note that optional fields may not be present): 

• tokenCRT (token control reference template) 

• loadFileId (load file identifier) 

• sdId (security domain identifier) 

• hash (load file hash) 

• sysParams (system parameters) 

If the INSTALL command only contains a load request (no configure request), the confirmation receipt is 
the signature of the DER encoded value of the ASN.1 LoadReceipt type: 
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LoadReceipt ::= SEQUENCE { 
  conf-data  ConfirmationData, 
  loadFileId Identifier, -- Load File Identifier 
  sdId    Identifier  -- Load File Security Domain 
} 

 

CONFIGURE mode 

The Load Token is a signature authorizing the processing of a 
GPRequest.parameter.install.configure field. 

The token signature is computed on the subset of the BER encoded command value containing 
consecutive ASN.1 fields following the token (note that optional fields may not be present): 

• tokenCRT (token control reference template) 

• appId (application identifier) 

• sdId (security domain identifier) 

• instantiate (application instantiation parameters) 

• privileges (privileges) 

• selectable (make selectable flag) 

• restrict (application management disabled operations) 

• sysParams (system parameters) 

 

If the INSTALL command contains a configure request, the confirmation receipt is the signature of the 
DER encoded value of the ASN.1 ConfigureReceipt type below. If the command also contains a load 
request, then optional field loadFileId shall be present. 

ConfigureReceipt ::= SEQUENCE { 
  conf-data  ConfirmationData, 
  loadFileId Identifier OPTIONAL, -- Load File Identifier (if instantiate) 
  appId    Identifier,     -- the application to configure 
  oldSdId   Identifier OPTIONAL, -- if extradited 
  sdId    Identifier,     -- App Security Domain 
  privileges Privileges OPTIONAL, -- if present in request 
  sysParams  ConfigSystemParameters OPTIONAL -- if present in request 
} 

10.3.4.4 SET STATUS 
SET STATUS is used to modify the card Life Cycle State or an Application Life Cycle State 

SetStatusParameters ::= CHOICE { 
  currentSD CHOICE { 
    personalized NULL, 
    locked    NULL 
  }, 
  card    CardLifeCycle, 
  other   SEQUENCE { 
    appId  Identifier, 
    andApps NULL OPTIONAL, -- and associated applications 
    lock CHOICE { 
      on NULL, 
      off NULL 
    } 
  } 
} 
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The command may target either: 

• The current Security Domain (currentSD alternative is present), in which case the status can be 
set to personalized or locked. 

• The global Card Status (card alternative is present), in which case the target Security Domain must 
have the proper privileges.  

• Another application (other field is present), which may be a Security Domain, in which case the 
command may only lock (on field is present) or unlock (off field is present) this application. 

10.3.4.5 STORE DATA 
STORE DATA can be used to either: 

• Add or replace a Key into a Security Domain 

• Send data to an Application or the Security Domain processing the command. 

StoreDataParameters ::= SEQUENCE { 
  targetApp    Identifier OPTIONAL, 
  -- key management: 
  keyTemplates  SEQUENCE (SIZE (1..maxUInt8)) OF KeyTemplate OPTIONAL, 
  -- security domain data: 
  issuerId    Identifier OPTIONAL, 
  issuerImageNb  IssuerImageNumber OPTIONAL, 
  sdMgtData    CardManagementData OPTIONAL, 
  -- application data: 
  appParams    ApplicationParameters OPTIONAL 
  -- confidential card content management data need to be listed here 
  -- other proprietary tags/values may be used 
} 
 
StoreDataResults ::= SEQUENCE { 
  keyResults SEQUENCE (SIZE (1..maxUInt8)) OF SEQUENCE { 
    keyId   KeyIdentifier, 
    checks   OctetString8 OPTIONAL -- proprietary 
  } OPTIONAL, 
  appResults   OctetString8 OPTIONAL 
} 

 

The Security Domain determines if the command is intended for itself or an Application depending on the 
presence of the targetApp field: if present, its value identifies another application (which might be 
another SD) to which the data is targeted. 

Security Domain Data 

The fields keyTemplates, issuerId, issuerImageNb and sdMgtData contain Security Domain 
specific data. When these data are present, the target must be a Security Domain, otherwise the 
command is rejected and no data is stored. 

Key Management 

Store Data command can be used to replace existing keys when the given key identifier is already in use 
on-card, or add new keys. 
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When replacing keys, the new keys shall be presented to the card in the same format as they are already 
present on the card: in other words, it is not possible to change the size and the associated cryptographic 
algorithm of an existing key slot. When using this command to load or replace secret or private keys, the 
key values shall be encrypted. Public key values shall be presented in clear text. 

The card must handle multiple keys in the same command in an atomic manner. 

It is the responsibility of the receiving on-card entity to verify the key check value when present. 

When a STORE DATA GPRequest contains the keyTemplates field, the corresponding GPResponse 
must include a StoreDataResults value with a keyResults field that lists the installed key identifers. 

Application Data 

The appParams field contains personalization data which is transferred to the targeted application without 
any processing from the Security Domain receiving the command. The way it is transferred to the 
application depends on the application model and framework. 

When a STORE DATA GPRequest contains the appParams field, the corresponding GPResponse may 
include the appResults field, holding a value returned by the personalized application. 
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A Java Card™ 3 Mapping 
This annex contains specific content for the implementation of GlobalPlatform Networked Framework 
functionality on a Java Card™ 3.0 Connected device. Other operating environments capable of providing 
networked connectivity may be added in the future as additional annexes. 

A.1 Java Card™ 3 Connected Edition-specific ASN.1 
In Java Card™ 3 Connected Edition environments, the following ASN.1 definition shall be used in addition 
to the one presented in section  10: 

JC3FileType ::= INTEGER { classic-lib(0), ext-lib(1), 
             web-app(10), ext-app(11), classic-app(12) } (UInt8) 
 
JC3AppType ::= INTEGER { web-app(10), ext-app(11), classic-app(12) } (UInt8) 

 

The JC3FileType value should be used for values in ApplicationData.loadFileType and 
LoadFile.loadFileType fields. 

The JC3AppType values should be used for values in the ApplicationData.appType field. 

A.2 Namespace Management 
Apart from application URI, URIs are used by Java Card™ 3 connected applications to designate on-card 
resources: 

1. Files 

2. Events 

3. Shareable interfaces 

4. Authenticators 

The Java Card™ 3.0 Connected Edition specification defines the necessary access control mechanisms 
to make sure that only authorized applications can access the resources identified by these URIs. In 
addition, it enforces that applications can only create resource URIs within their own name space. 
However, as authenticators use a particular notation, the Java Card™ 3 specification does not impose 
restrictions for the creation of authenticator URIs. This document therefore adds the following rule to make 
sure that authenticators are associated to an application name space. 

Authenticator URIs, as defined in Java Card™ 3, conform to the following pattern:  

 sio://standard/auth/(user|holder)/(session|global)/[<realm>/]<user>/<scheme> 

The GPNF restricts valid authenticator URIs created by an application by mandating the presence of the 
realm, which value must match the following pattern: 

 realm := <app-uri-path>[/<path>] 

where <app-uri-path> is the application URI without the leading slashes (“//” for AID URIs, or “///” for 
web application URIs), and <path> an optional relative path. This will make it clear that the authenticator 
belongs to the application name space, although it is prefixed with authenticator-specific information. 
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The above rule can be enforced by controlling the set of permissions granted to the applications: 
applications need URI permissions to be allowed to register authenticators. A GPNF-compliant Java 
Card™ 3 Runtime Environment should ensure that applications cannot acquire permissions to register 
authenticators which URI do not comply with the above rule. 

When a Primary Namespace Manager is present, it will reject the installation of all applications which do 
not have the Namespace Install Token. 

A.3 Security Policy Management 
Java Card™ 3.0.1 Connected Edition [13] provides a set of features description and enforcement of a 
Security Policy. Security Policy rules can be described using any subclasses of the 
java.security.Permission class and the Security Policy is enforced through calls to the 
java.security.AccessController.checkPermission(Permission permission) method. 
Some services offered by the Java Card™ 3 API are already subject to access control checks (see the 
Java Card™ 3.0.1 [13] for an exhaustive list of services subject to access control). 

The Java Card™ 3 specification defines three application models. For each of these application models, a 
default platform security policy has been defined:  

• “Web” for web applications,  

• “Extended” for extended applets and  

• “Classic” for classical applets.  

Each platform security policy holds a set of excluded permissions and a set of included permissions. 

A.3.1 Java Card™ 3 Service Naming 
A security policy rule as defined in section  6.3 has the following semantic: The first element represents the 
fully qualified name of the permission and the parameters represent string parameters of the constructor of 
the permission class. 

If the fully qualified class name does not correspond to any permission defined on the platform, then the 
processing of the application installation shall be stopped and an error shall be returned. 

If the permission class does not have a constructor with string parameters only, matching the number of 
parameters declared in the policy rule, then the processing of the application installation shall be stopped 
and an error shall be returned. 

A.3.2 Dynamic Representation of the Security Policy 
The security policy is represented by a Protection Domain as defined in the Java Card™ Platform Runtime 
Environment, Connected Edition v3.0.1 [13], section 6.2.2. Each permission under the allow tag shall be 
added to the Protection Domain, whereas the permissions under the deny tag shall be removed from the 
Protection Domain. All of these operations shall be compliant with the platform security policy, i.e. it shall 
not be possible to add or remove a permission that bypasses the application model policy. Particularly, in 
order to fully comply with the Java Card™ 3 specification, the addition or the removal of permissions from 
the Protection Domain only applies to the included permission set (the excluded permission set is not 
updatable). 

A.3.3 Sample Security Policy File 
Below is an example policy value (in textual representation), as defined by the ASN.1 SecurityPolicy 
type defined in section  10.3.4.3. As there are no DENY security rules in this example, this example policy 
only adds new services to the application, but does not restrict it (it is consequently only restricted by its 
platform Security Policy). 

{  
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  allow { 
    { securityRule "javacardx.security.CryptoServicePermission", 
     securityParams { "Cipher.ALG_AES_BLOCK_128_ECB_NOPAD" } }, 
    { securityRule "javacardx.io.ConnectorPermission", 
     securityParams { "file:///~/logs/transaction.txt", "read" } }, 
    { securityRule "javacardx.io.ConnectorPermission", 
     securityParams { "file:///~/user/info.txt", "read,write" } } 
  }, 
  deny { 
  } 
} 

A.4 Application Personalization 
Application personalization applies to three personalization data types: 

1. Anonymous raw bytes (using the ApplicationParameters.rawData field). 

2. Named values (using the ApplicationParameters’ toBeAssigned or toBeDeleted 
fields) 

3. Files (using OMA SCWS HTTP requests or named values) 

For each of them, the following sections detail the API involved in their processing. 

A.4.1 Anonymous raw bytes 
This personalization data type is only supported for Java Card™ 3 classic and extended applets. Sending 
anonymous raw bytes to a web application will be considered as an error, the encapsulating command will 
not be processed, and the status code bad-values will be returned. 

- During Instantiation 

Anonymous raw bytes sent during application instantiation are passed as parameter to the 
javacard.framework.Applet.install() method of the targeted applet. 

- Post-Instantiation 

Anonymous raw bytes sent after application instantiation are passed as a parameter either to the 
org.globalplatform.Personalization.processData(byte[] inBuffer, short 
inOffset, short inLength, byte[] outBuffer, short outOffset) method (see GPC22 
AmdA [15]) or the org.globalplatform.Application.processData(byte[] baBuffer, 
short sOffset, short sLength) method, depending which corresponding interface is implemented 
by the applet. If neither of these interfaces is implemented by the applet then the operation fails.  

Note that unlike Java Card 2 platforms, inBuffer, outBuffer, and baBuffer byte arrays might not be 
the APDU buffer. The ownership of these byte arrays must be transferred to the personalized application 
before calling the processData method. The outBuffer byte array must be transferred back by the 
application to the calling Security Domain before returning from this method. The relevant content of this 
byte array will be returned in the result.storeData.appResults field of the GPResponse. 

A.4.2 Named Values 
Named values are only supported for extended applets and web applications. Sending named values to a 
classic applet will be considered as an error, the encapsulating command will not be processed, and the 
status code bad-values will be returned. 

- During Instantiation 
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Named values sent during application instantiation are stored by the application framework, and can be 
retrieved by the applications by calling the javacardx.framework.JCSystem.getAppProperty() 
method. The return type of this method being String, the framework stores the personalization data as a 
String which is created using the constructor that takes a byte array as parameter, the passed byte 
array being the value of the NamedValue.value field. When 
ApplicationParameters.toBeDeleted field is received, the application framework deletes the 
corresponding application property, so that a subsequent call to getAppProperty method will return null. 
The framework silently ignores tentative to delete properties which did not exist.  

- Post-Instantiation 

Named values sent after application instantiation are passed to the applications using a 
javacardx.facilities.StandardEvent event, with the EVENT_STANDARD_RSRC_UPDATED_URI 
URI. Similarly, values to delete are passed using a StandardEvent with the 
EVENT_STANDARD_RSRC_DELETED_URI URI. Applications have hence to listen to these events in order 
to be personalized. The event source URI is of the following form: 

 eventSourceURI := gpprop:<app-uri>#<prop-name> 

Where gpprop is a scheme identifying a GlobalPlatform application parameter, <app-uri> is the 
application URI, and <prop-name> is the name of the value (as set in the NamedValue.name field).  

The event’s getData() method returns null for a value to delete, or an object implementing the 
SharedDataInput interface defined in section  A.4.4.1, which gives access to the personalization data. 
In addition this interface also provides the sendResult method that applications may invoke once to 
provide a personalization feedback to the personalization data emitter.  

Note: As of Java Card 3.0.1 API, the value available using JCSystem.getAppProperty() method 
cannot be overridden nor deleted after application installation. Improvements are for further study. 

The events shall be passed to the applications in blocking mode: the invokeListeners method is 
invoked either without the noWait argument, or with noWait argument set to false. 

The application shall not return from the notify method before personalization data is processed. If an 
error occurs during this processing, then the application shall raise an IllegalArgumentException 
exception, with a string message indicating the nature of the error. The framework then: 

• sets the response error status to bad-values, and 

• sets the response error message including the name of the value that caused the error. 

A.4.3 Files 
Files personalization is only supported for web applications and extended applets. Sending files to classic 
applets will be considered as an error, the encapsulating command will not be processed and the status 
code bad-values will be returned. 

Files are just a particular case of named values as defined in the previous section: their name is the file 
URI, and the value (if any) is the file content. The API defined in the previous section is hence also used to 
manage files. The application will distinguish them by checking whether the value’s name starts with the 
“file:” URI scheme or not. 

File URIs shall be in the application namespace. The file path shall start with the application URI. Any file 
URI that does not match this rule will cause the application personalization to fail. 

- During Instantiation 

Files can be updated at instantiation using the Install.configure.instantiate.appParams field 
of a GPNF command. In this case, files are written or deleted by the application framework before the 
application is actually created, so that the application file system is already personalized when the 
application is instantiated. The application itself therefore is not required to implement anything to have its 
files updated at instantiation. 
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- Post-Instantiation 

Files can be updated after instantiation using the StoreDataParameters.appParams field of a GPNF 
command. For backward compatibility, the card may optionally also support the HTTP PUT and DELETE 
requests as defined in OMA SCWS [12] as an alternative to the STORE DATA command. In both cases, 
the application processes personalization data as described in  A.4.2. 

The org.globalplatform.networked.GPSystem class proposes the storeToFile() method to 
facilitate the transfer of the SharedDataInput value to a file. 
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A.4.4 Application Personalization API 
 

A.4.4.1 org.globalplatform.networked.SharedDataInput 

 

org.globalplatform.networked  
Interface SharedDataInput 
All Superinterfaces:  

DataInput, Shareable  

 
public interface SharedDataInput 
extends Shareable, DataInput 

The SharedDataInput interface provides or cross-application access to a DataInput object. It 
furthermore provides the available() method similarly to InputStream, and 
readProperty(String) to read a simple string value.  
Before invoking DataInput.readFully(byte[]) methods on objects implementing this interface, 
client applications should explicitly transfer ownership of the byte array passed as parameter to the 
shareable object. The latter has to transfer ownership back to the caller before returning from these 
methods.  

 

Method Summary 

 int available()  
     Returns the number of bytes that can be read (or skipped over) from the underlying 
stream without blocking by the next call of this object's read or skip methods. 

 String readProperty(String encoding)  
     Returns the full content of the DataInput as a String. 

 void sendResult(String result)  
     Asks the originating Security Domain to send back a result to the off-card managing 
entity. 

  

Methods inherited from interface java.io.DataInput 

readBoolean, readByte, readChar, readFully, readFully, readInt, readLong, 
readShort, readUnsignedByte, readUnsignedShort, readUTF, skipBytes
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Method Detail 
available 
int available() 
       throws IOException 

Returns the number of bytes that can be read (or skipped over) from the underlying stream without 
blocking by the next call of this object's read or skip methods.  

Returns:  

The number of bytes that can be read from this input stream without blocking.  

Throws:  

IOException - If an I/O error occurs. 

 

readProperty 
String readProperty(String encoding) 
          throws IOException 

Returns the full content of the DataInput as a String.  

Parameters:  

encoding - The encoding to use for reading the string value. If null then default platform encoding is 
used  

Returns:  

A String owned by the caller application.  

Throws:  

IOException - If an I/O error occurs. 

 

sendResult 
void sendResult(String result) 
        throws IllegalStateException 

Asks the originating Security Domain to send back a result to the off-card managing entity. This 
method should be invoked at most once by the application.  

Parameters:  

result - The result string to send. This string ownership should be transferred by the application to 
the SharedDataInput object owner before calling this method. The SharedDataInput object 
shall transfer back the ownership of the string to the application before returning from this method.  

Throws:  

IllegalStateException - If invoking this method is not allowed in the current context (e.g. if this 
method has already been invoked on this object, or if the method is invoked after of the application 
has returned from the javacardx.facilities.EventNotificationListener#notify() 
method) 
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A.4.4.2 org.globalplatform.networked.GPSystem 

Note that only the methods related to personalization are documented below: GPSystem contains other 
methods which are not documented here. 

 

org.globalplatform.networked  
Class GPSystem 

java.lang.Object 
 org.globalplatform.GPSystem 
   org.globalplatform.networked.GPSystem 

 
public class GPSystem 
extends GPSystem 

 

Method Summary 

static int storeToFile(SharedDataInput input, String fileURI)  
     Stores the full stream content into a file (overwriting any potential 
previous version of the file) 

  

Method Detail 
storeToFile 
public static int storeToFile(SharedDataInput input, 
               String fileURI) 
            throws IOException 

Stores the full stream content into a file (overwriting any potential previous version of the file)  

Parameters: 

input - An input stream from which file content should be read 

fileURI - The URI of the target file to write  

Returns: 

The number of bytes read from input and stored into the file  

Throws:  

IOException - If an error occurs while writing to the file or reading the input 
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A.5 Secure Communications 
This section gives an overview of, and provides implementation details for, the subset of the Java Card™ 
3 API relating to secure communications. 

A.5.1 Generic Connection Framework 
Connected Applications use the Generic Connection Framework (GCF) to communicate with off-card 
entities. Any such application may obtain either a Connection or a SecureConnection instance from 
the javax.microedition.io.Connector class. The GlobalPlatform 
org.globalplatform.SecureChannel API is not applicable for these connections.  

A.5.1.1 Secure Connections 
Retrieving a SecureConnection instance from the javax.microedition.io.Connector class, a 
TLS session is established according to the parameters and/or credentials specified by the application 
using the javacardx.security.CredentialManager class. 

A.5.1.2 Secure Connection Credentials 
Each application instance has a default CredentialManager that uses the credential of the application’s 
Security Domain. However, an application instance has the ability to setup its own CredentialManager 
instance, in order to enforce that its own credentials are used.  

A.5.1.3 Secure Connection Requirements 
A javacardx.security.CredentialManager.SecurityRequirements instance is used to 
provide the runtime (GCF) with parameters that shall be used when establishing secure connections: 

• Security requirements 

o Mutual authentication (by default, server authentication only is performed) 

o Integrity 

o Confidentiality 

• A list of preferred/authorized cipher suites 
The runtime identifies by retrieving this list, if possible, a unique cipher suite. 

• The selected cipher suite shall satisfy the following conditions: 

o It shall be available (implemented) on the platform. 

o It shall be compatible with retrieved security requirements (as mentioned above). 

o Compatible and authorized credentials have been successfully retrieved. 

o Its use has been successfully negotiated with the other communicating party (server or 
client). 

o If no cipher suite can be uniquely identified, then an error is returned. 

• If no such list is present (i.e. the method returns null), the choice of the cipher suite is based on 
security requirements, on the availability of suitable credentials and on the result of the negotiation 
performed with the other communicating party (server or client). 

Every application instance can setup its own SecurityRequirements instance, specifying usage of its 
own security requirements. However, a default SecurityRequirements instance is present on the 
platform, which implements a delegation link between applications and their Security Domains. Hence, 
when an application establishes a TLS session, and unless otherwise specified, the security requirements 
and authorized cipher suites set up in its Security Domain are used.  
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Finally, notice that the transport guarantees described within Web Descriptors (for Web Applications) shall 
always be enforced by the runtime, whatever the SecurityRequirements instance that is in use. 

A.5.2 Security Domain Services 
Connected Applications may use the cryptographic services provided by their associated Security 
Domains, in order to decrypt or encrypt data. To do so, they shall use a CryptoEngine instance bound 
to their associated Security Domain. To obtain a JCRE permanent entry point CryptoEngine instance that 
will use the credentials of its associated Security Domain, a Connected Application shall invoke the 
getCryptoEngine method from the GPSystem class. 
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A.5.2.1 org.globalplatform.networked.CryptoEngine 

The CryptoEngine interface is described below: 

 

org.globalplatform.networked  
Interface CryptoEngine 

 
public interface CryptoEngine 

 

Method Summary 

decrypt(InputStream in, int inLength, byte[] out, int outOffset)  
     Decrypts data read from specified input stream. 

 int

decrypt(InputStream in, int inLength, OutputStream out)  
     Decrypts data read from specified input stream. 

 int

encrypt(InputStream in, int inLength, byte[] out, int outOffset)  
     Encrypts and outputs data read from specified buffer. 

 int

encrypt(InputStream in, int inLength, OutputStream out)  
     Encrypts and outputs data read from specified input stream. 

 int

  

Method Detail 
decrypt 
int decrypt(InputStream in, 
      int inLength, 
      byte[] out, 
      int outOffset) 
      throws IOException, 
          CryptoException 

Decrypts data read from specified input stream. The type and size of the credential used are 
implicitly known to the caller of this method. Decryption is performed in the CBC mode, using a null 
ICV. No padding is removed from recovered data.  

Parameters: 

in - Input stream from which input data shall be read. 

inLength - Length of input data (i.e. number of bytes that shall be read and decrypted). A value of -
1 shall be used to read all data available from the input stream. 

out - Byte array where decrypted data shall be output. 

outOffset - Offset where decrypted data shall be output.  

Returns: 

Length of decrypted data (i.e. number of bytes written to the output buffer).  

Throws:  
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IOException - If any IO error occurs 

 

decrypt 
int decrypt(InputStream in, 
      int inLength, 
      OutputStream out) 
      throws IOException, 
          CryptoException 

Decrypts data read from specified input stream. The type and size of the credential used are 
implicitly known to the caller of this method. Decryption is performed in CBC mode, using a null ICV. 
No padding is removed from recovered data.  

Parameters: 

in - Input stream from which input data shall be read. 

inLength - Length of input data (i.e. number of bytes that shall be read and decrypted). A value of -
1 shall be used to read all data available from the input stream. 

out - Output stream to which decrypted data shall be written.  

Returns: 

Length of decrypted data (i.e. number of bytes written to the output stream).  

Throws:  

CryptoException - If a cryptographic error occurs  

IOException - If any I/O error occurs 

 

encrypt 
int encrypt(InputStream in, 
      int inLength, 
      byte[] out, 
      int outOffset) 
      throws IOException, 
          CryptoException 

Encrypts and outputs data read from specified buffer. No padding is added to input data. The type 
and size of the credential used are implicitly known to the caller of this method. Encryption is 
performed in CBC mode, using a null ICV.  

Parameters: 

in - Input stream from which input data shall be read. 

inLength - Length of input data (i.e. number of bytes that shall be read and decrypted). A value of -
1 shall be used to read all data available from the input stream. 

out - Byte array where decrypted data shall be output. 

outOffset - Offset where decrypted data shall be output.  

Returns: 

Length of decrypted data (i.e. number of bytes written to the output buffer).  

Throws:  

CryptoException - If a cryptographic error occurs  
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IOException - If any IO error occurs 

 

encrypt 
int encrypt(InputStream in, 
      int inLength, 
      OutputStream out) 
      throws IOException, 
          CryptoException 

Encrypts and outputs data read from specified input stream. No padding is added to input data. The 
type and size of the credential used are implicitly known to the caller of this method. Encryption is 
performed in CBC mode, using a null ICV.  

Parameters: 

in - Input stream from which input data shall be read. 

inLength - Length of input data (i.e. number of bytes read from the input stream). A value of -1 
shall be used to read all data available from the input stream. 

out - Output stream to which encrypted data shall be written.  

Returns: 

Length of encrypted data (i.e. number of bytes written to the output stream).  

Throws:  

CryptoException - If a cryptographic error occurs  

IOException - If any IO error occurs 
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A.5.2.2 org.globalplatform.networked.GPSystem 

Below are listed the GPSystem methods that relate to the crypto engine service (all this class methods are 
not listed here): 

 

org.globalplatform.networked  
Class GPSystem 

java.lang.Object 
 org.globalplatform.GPSystem 
   org.globalplatform.networked.GPSystem 

 
public class GPSystem 
extends GPSystem 

 

Method Summary 

getCryptoEngine(String alias, String endpointURI)  
     Retrieves a CryptoEngine instance that will use the credentials of the 
Security Domain associated with the application invoking this method. 

static CryptoEngine

  

Method Detail 
getCryptoEngine 
public static CryptoEngine getCryptoEngine(String alias, 
                     String endpointURI) 
                 throws CryptoException 

Retrieves a CryptoEngine instance that will use the credentials of the Security Domain associated 
with the application invoking this method.  

Parameters: 

alias - Name identifying a symmetric key suitable for encryption and decryption, stored by the 
Security Domain. If null, then the default symmetric key associated with the 
"DECRYPTION_ENCRYPTION.DEFAULT" alias shall be used. 

endpointURI - Optional endpoint URI to determine the proper credential to use (see 
CredentialManager). If null then a credential applicable to all URIs will be looked for.  

Returns: 

A CryptoEngine object, or null if the Security Domain has no credential matching the specified alias 
and URI.  

Throws:  

CryptoException - If a cryptographic error occurs 

 

The alias associated to the crypto engine is the identifier of the symmetric key it shall use to encrypt and 
decrypt. The alias of the default key is "DECRYPTION_ENCRYPTION.DEFAULT". The default key can be 
used by invoking getCrypotoEngine with "DECRYPTION_ENCRYPTION.DEFAULT" or null. 
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This API belongs to the "networked" API, and cannot be accessed by Classic Applets. It may be used 
even if no secure connection has been established. It is not related to the decryptData() and 
encryptData() methods of the SecureChannel interface. 

A.6 Security Domain Implementation 
This specification makes no assumption on the Security Domain application model. The application model 
shall be compliant with the communication protocols supported by the Security Domain. For example, a 
Security Domain implementing the "Pushed Application Management (PAM) over HTTP" will probably be 
implemented as a web application, although technically two Java Card™ 3 application models support this 
communication model: extended applets (using server sockets), and web applications. 
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